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Report synopsis

Telecommunicationscosts are increasing, and represent a significant item of corporateexpenditure for most organisations, yet corporate telecommunicationsservices oftenfail to meetall the requirementsof the business. The gap between user expectationsand the adequacyof corporate telecommunications servicesis growing as applicationneeds become more demanding and more geographically distributed. In the nextfiveyears, five new telecommunications services ♥ new mobile services, intelligentnetworks,integrated services digital network (ISDN), metropolitan area networks,and VSATsatellite services ♥ will play a verysignificant role in providing a flexiblecorporate communicationsinfrastructure that can respond dynamically to the demandsplaced on it. The successfuluse of these new services will depend,toa large extent,on the ability of the telecommunications function to work closely with the systemsdepartment and its customers ♥ the business managers ♥ to define and buildapplications that will exploit these services.
  



Chapter 1
Five new waysof delivering telecommunications

Organisations today are faced with a widerange of telecommunications requirements. At
present, these requirementsare usually met by
a variety of separate networks for voice and
data, based on a mixture of private and public
telecommunicationsfacilities. Local area net-
works are increasingly being used to provide
high bandwidth communications within build-
ings and across sites, and there is a growing
requirement to interlink such sites with
minimum loss of performance. New ways
of doing business also require that electronic
links ♥ often termed electronic data inter-
change ♥ be provided with suppliers and
customers.

Many organisations perceive public telecom-
munications services to be expensive and
inadequate, and have therefore chosen to meet
as many of their telecommunications require-
ments as possible by providing private networks
andfacilities. As a consequence,the corporate
communications infrastructure comprises a
complex mixture of private and public facilities.
Moreover, the complexity has increased as
telecommunications traffic and user demands
have increased, and many organisations now
have to employ highly skilled and expensive
staff who are able to understand and manage
their corporate network(s). Indeed, staff costs
can, in some countries, now represent as much
as 40 per cent of the telecommunications
budget. Large amountsalso haveto be invested
in sophisticated and complex equipment. The
net result is that total telecommunications costs
are increasing and representa significant item
of corporate expenditure. The telecommuni-
cations manageris under increasing pressure
both to reduce costs and to improvethe facilities
available to the business.

Despite the increasing expenditure, the cor-
porate telecommunications infrastructure in
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many organisations does not meet all the
requirements. In particular:
♥ The performance of existing networks is

inadequate,both in termsof the transmission
quality and the bandwidth available. There
is a growing demand for applications that
require increasing levels of bandwidth.

♥ The existing infrastructure is inflexible in
that it takes a long time to modify the
network or to provide new facilities. In
today☂s fast-changing business environment,
an inflexible communicationsinfrastructure
is often a competitive disadvantage.

♥ Existing private networks weredesigned for
intra-organisation communications. This
meansthat it can be difficult to extend the
☁reach☂ of the networks to customers and
business partners, particularly if their net-
works are based on different standards.

The purpose of this report is to identify those
new telecommunicationsservices that will help
to overcomethesedifficulties and that will be
publicly available by the mid-1990s.
In the past, the provision of public tele-
communications services has been highly
regulated, with each national government
owning (or licensing) a PTT as the monopoly
supplier of these services. (In this report, we
refer to providers of public telecommunications
services as PTTs ♥ Postal, Telegraph, and
Telephone Administrations ♥ even thoughthis
term is increasingly a misnomer;it is, however,
the most widely accepted term.) Governments
are realising that this arrangement may not
provide businesses with the telecommunications
services that they require to competein today☂s
fast-changing business environment. Many are
therefore weakening the PTTs☂ traditional
monopolies and forcing them to operate in a
more competitive environment. Liberalisation
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of the market has removed much of the
bureaucracy and has made way for new
entrepreneurial suppliers of equipment and
services. At the same time, technological
developments are enabling new types of
services to be offered to users, and the PTTs are
positioning many of these services as cost-
effective replacements for private-network
facilities.
Sometimes, the threat of competition can be
almostas effective as thereality. Seeing a trend
towards deregulation elsewhere, some PTTs
(France Telecom, for example) have adoptedaggressive and innovative strategies for newservices, either as a means of heading offpotential competitors and of persuading theirgovernments that major changes in theregulatory environmentare not required, or asa way of securing a dominant position when
competition is allowed.
Organisations need some form of ☁filter☂ toidentify which of the wide range of new serviceswill be of most significance in planning theircommunications infrastructure for the mid-1990s and beyond.(The planning horizon forsuchan infrastructure is usually five years orlonger.) The infrastructure should providesufficient bandwidth to allow corporate usersto access applicationsin a verysimilar way, andwith equivalent performance, regardless ofwhether they are in the next room to thecomputer, or in a different office (which couldbe in the samecity or a different country), oreven at home. It should be flexible enough toallow the networks to be reconfigured quicklyas business requirements change,and to enablenewfacilities to be added.It should also provideaccess to a wide range of telecommunicationsfacilities ♥ terrestrial, mobile, and satellite.
Webeganour research by reviewingall of thedevelopments in new telecommunications ser-vices likely to occur between 1991 and 1996.(Figure 1.1 summarises the research we carriedout.) In choosing the services to studyin detail,weselected those that were most likely to playa significant role in providing the flexible cor-porate communications infrastructure describedabove. Using this criterion, we identified thefive new telecommunications services that are,or will become, significant for Foundationmembers by the mid-1990s. For each of theselected services, we set out to define its

bo
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function, to assess its likely benefits to userorganisations, to identify possible problem areas(particularly in the areas of tariffs, standards,and regulations), to give a good estimate ofwhen it might be available, and to assesspossible developments beyond 1996.
Someof these services are already available,particularly in countries with fairly liberalisedtelecommunications environments. Theirexperiences indicate how these services mighteventually develop elsewhere. Others arestillat an early stage of development, and we soughtthe views of industry observers beforeformulating our own opinion about how theywill eventually be applied. The five selectedservices are listed below; the scope of theseservices, and the ways in which they competewith and complement each other, are shown inFigure 1.2:
♥ New mobile services. Mobile communicationscan be established and reconfigured quicklyand easily. A bewildering array of newmobile services is becoming available, but themost important developmentsince ourlastreport on this subject (Report 68, published
 

Figure 1.1 Research team and scope of the study

The research for this report was led by BernardClemenis, a consultant based in Butler Cox's Parisoffice. He was assisted by Edward Vulliamy, JanetCohen, and Paul Turton, all consultants with Butler Coxin London. Further research wascarried out by OnnoSchroder (Amsterdam), Lothar Schmidt (Munich), JohnCooper(Sydney), Antonio Morawetz (Milan), HakanHenriksson (Stockholm), Francisco Hornos (Madrid), RoyDohoo (Ottawa), and Warren Waldbrand (New York).
To obtain the views of Foundation members, and tohelp formulate the scopeof the research, wecirculateda documentoutlining what we saw as the principalissues that needed to be addressed. The 77 repliesgenerally confirmed our proposed coverage, somesuggesting additional lines of research, and othershelping to focus the research on the areasof greatestconcern to most Foundation members. Our selectedapproach wasto identify the new services planned forthe period 1991 to 1996, and to assess whether theyhad enough potential to warrant further investigation andinclusion in the research.
The research wascarried out between March andOctober 1990. During this period, we interviewed users,telecommunications equipment suppliers, PTTs, andgovernment and regulatory agencies around the world.In all, we talked to some 65 organisations,either in face-to-face meetings, or over the telephone. We should liketo extend our thanks to those who gave generously of  their time to help with our. research.
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Figure 1.2 New telecommunicationsservices will meet a wide range of requirements
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in February 1989) is the UK initiative on
personal communications networks (PCNs).
If current market projections are realised,
PCNswill bring about a revolution in tele-
communications. The pocket telephone could
well become as necessary an item of personal
equipment as the wristwatch is today. We
describe the development of PCNs and other
mobile voice services in Chapter 2, as well
as recent progress in mobile data communi-
cations.

♥ Intelligent networks. By adding computing
and database facilities to public-network
architectures, PTTs can offer communi-
cations services and facilities to rival and
improve on those provided by private PABXs
and data networks, providing greater flexi-
bility at less cost. In Chapter 3, we explain
what these services are and give some
examples of successful implementations.
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♥ ISDN♥ integrated services digital network.
According to the PTTs, ISDN represents the
future of public telecommunications net-
works. User organisations, however, are
unsure of the benefits of ISDN and suspicious
of the extra costs. In Chapter 4, we show
where the bandwidth and additional
functionality provided by ISDN can be
applied to advantage, and wherealternatives
may be more appropriate.

Metropolitan area networks. The increasing
demandfor high bandwidthservices,initially
for interconnections betweenlocal area net-
works, is leading to the development of
telecommunications services that are
radically different from thosetraditionally
provided by public networks. Currently,
there is a confusing variety of technical
solutions, all of which come under the
collective heading of metropolitan area
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networks (MANs). We unravel the confusion
and give some examples of potential MAN
applications in Chapter 5.

♥ VSAT satellite services. Recent advances in
satellite technology mean that satellite
antennae are now small enough to be located
at a user☂s premises. These antennae are
generally known as VSATs ♥ very smallaperture terminals. These developments
havesignificant implications for private and
public networks, and explain why PTTs
outside the United States have been applyingrestrictive practices to impede their progress.The benefits of VSAT-based networks are
described in Chapter 6.

The rates at which theseservices will developfrom emerging technologies to base technologieswill vary. As Figure 1.3 illustrates, none of themwill have reached the base-technology stage by1996. We have therefore projected theirdevelopmentto the end of the 1990s, by whichtime we expect the new mobile services,intelligent networks, and ISDN to have becomebase technologies.

 Figure 1.3 Mobile services and intelligent networkswillshowthe fastest growth

 

New mobileservicesBase Intelligent networks<--* ISDN☜ae - VSATs<4 MANs

Emerging
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Year
Base technologyis in widespreadusein Organisations.It isan essential business tool.
Key technologyis proven, and market leaders useit to gaincompetitive advantagePacing technology is used for pilot systemsEmerging technologyis still at the laboratory stage, although   there may be a few prototype uses.
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Therates of growthofa particularservice willalso vary by country, because national regu-lations andtariffs will largely determinethe rateof take-up. (The appendix summarises thecurrent regulatory environment, and the mostlikely future changes,in most of the countrieswhere there are Foundation members.) PTTsand governments often use regulations andtariffs to slow down the take-up of new serviceslike PCNs and VSATsthat have the potential tobypass the existing public network infra-structure. Although services such as these canprovide independence from the existing infra-structure, the PTTs wishto ensure that they donot jeopardise existing services, and thereis arisk that theinitial tariffs for the newservicesmay be set at discouragingly high levels.Moreover, the tariffs published so far show widevariations from country to country.
The lack of adequate and uniform telecom-munications standards (both national andinternational)will also affect the rate at whichthe new services are adopted. There is a newawareness among the standards-making bodiesboth of the need to speed up the decision-making process and of the desire of userorganisations to be more involved in thedevelopmentof standards. The EuropeanTele-communications Standards Institute has alreadymadeprovision for increased user participation,andthe CCITTis considering waysof doing so,albeit reluctantly. We believe that users needto be more active in the standards forums,hitherto dominated by the vested interests ofPTTs and equipment suppliers.

Despite these constraining factors, we believethat the new mobile services and intelligentnetworks will have reached the key tech-nology stage by 1995, followed not long afterby VSATs ♥ provided that the regulatoryrestrictions on the use of VSATs are lifted (andwebelieve that there is every possibility of thishappening). ISDN and MANs, however, willremain at the pacing stage throughout most ofthe 1990s.
In thefinal chapterof the report, we assess theimpactthatall of these new services will haveon public and corporate communicationsin themid-1990s, and the wayin whichtherole of thetelecommunications function will be affected.
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Chapter 2

Mobile communications services

We last addressed the topic of mobile
communications in Report 68, which was
published in February 1989. At that time, mobile
telephony services based on analoguecellular-
radio techniques were being implemented,
particularly in Scandinavia, the United
Kingdom, and the United States. The emphasis
was on voice services, although we did report
on some early examples of mobile data
communications services. Since then, there
have been three significant developmentsin the
field of mobile communications:
♥ Digital mobile telephony services and pro-

ducts. At present, there is a confusing array
of digital mobile services available or under
development. We believe that personal
communications networks (PCNs) are the
most significant of these services. The PCN
concept is a new initiative from the UK
government. It is based on digital cellular
techniques, and is aimed at creating the
personal telephoneofthe future. The belief
is that everyone will eventually carry a small
pocket telephone, just as today everyone
carries a wristwatch or a pocket calculator.

♥ Mobile data networks. Current mobile
systems have been designed to handle voice
communications. Although they can also be
used for data communications, they are in-
efficient and expensive when usedin this
way. New mobile communications networks
and services, aimed specifically at data
communications, are now emerging.

♥ Land-mobile satellite services. Ships at sea
have madeuseof satellite communications
for some time, and airlines have recently
started to providein-flight satellite telephone
services. Such services are now being
extended to vehicles (and to individuals),
opening up the prospect of worldwide mobile
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telephony, data, and paging services for
international business travellers.

Webelieve that mobile services will change the
face of telecommunications over the next two
decades, reducing dependence on the fixed
terrestrial network and giving rise to the
concept of the ☁personal☂ telephone number,
rather than one associated with a fixed location.

Digital mobile voice communi-
cations services
A confusing range of digital mobile telephony
services will become available during the early
1990s. They will largely supersedethe existing
range of analogue systems, including the
existing cellular-radio services. The new services
will include:
♥ Public Telepoint services, commonlycalled

CT2 (or second-generation cordless tele-
phones). Telepoint is being pioneered in the
United Kingdom, where owners of small,
personal, cordless telephones can make (but
not receive) calls, provided they are within
about 200 metres of an appropriate base
station located in a public place such as a
railway station, airport, shopping mall, or
garage forecourt. CT2 telephonescost about
£200 ($370).

♥ The pan-Europeandigital cellular network
(usually termed the GSM networkafter the
name of the Groupe Spécial Mobile
committee that drew up its specifications).
GSM services, which are intended for voice
communications with vehicles, are expected
to becomeavailable in 1991/92. Initially, the
services will be restricted to national
boundaries. By the mid-1990s, however, a
vehicle with a GSM telephoneshould be able
to receive and transmit anywhere in Europe.

ai
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♥ Cordless PABXs, where radio transmissionis used between the PABX andthe handsets.
Ericsson has developed the so-called CT3
(third-generation cordless telephone), andexpects to have products available in 1992.Meanwhile, the European Telecommuni-cations StandardsInstitute is developing theDigital European Cordless Telephone (DECT)standard for cordless PABXs. The standardwill be ready in 1992, and products areexpected to be available in 1993. Both theCT3 specification and the DECTstandard arebeing extendedso that they can be used forpublic Telepoint applications.

♥ Personal communications networks (PCNs).Services are expectedto be available in 1992.The intention is that the general public willbe able to own inexpensive, small (pocket-sized), portable telephones that can be usedanywhere. A photograph of a PCN handsetis shownin Figure 2.1.

Of these, PCNsare the most likely to have arevolutionary effect on telecommunications.PCNsoffer the prospect, for the first time, of
 
Figure 2.1 With the advent of PCNservices, thegeneral public will be able to own in-expensive, pocket-sized, portabletelephones that can be usedanywhere
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a truly portable inexpensive mobile telephonethat is not constrained by the physicallocationof the user. PCNs will bring to telecom-munications services the prospect of reachingan individual (via his hand-held portabletelephone), rather than a location (with a fixedtelephone).
The origins of PCNs lie in the deregulation oftelecommunications in the United Kingdom andthe search for improving competition in theprovision of telecommunications services at thelocal level (that is, between subscribers☂premises and thelocal telephone exchange). Asummary of events leading up to the decisionto launch the PCN initiative is shown inFigure 2.2. The UK government has issued PCNlicences to three consortia ♥ Mercury PersonalCommunications (Mercury CommunicationsLimited with Motorola, Telefonica, and USWest), Unitel (STC with Thorn-EMI and DBPTelekom), and Microtel (British Aerospace withMatra,Pacific Telesis, Millicom, and Sony). Thediverse list of participants demonstrates boththe strong international interest aroused by thePCN concept, and the opportunity that itprovides for new playersto enter the communi-cations market in an increasingly deregulatedenvironment.
A view commonly held by PTTs and govern-ments in continental Europeis that,in its desireto create a competitive environment, the UKgovernment has overreacted by licensing toomany different mobile communications servicesat the same time. Althoughthis view may havebeen coloured bya desire to protect the statusquo, webelievethatthereis a great deal of truthin it. If the UK government☂s intention is topromote the use of mobile communications bythe general public, rather than by sophisticatedbusiness users, there will have to be a muchclearer product/market segmentation than thatenvisaged by the Department of Trade andIndustry. Its view is that the services will bedifferentiated in termsof the functionality theyprovide, and aboveall, in termsof the travellinghabits of their users. As described in Figure 2.3,on page8,first-generation cordless telephones(CT1) apply to the home, cordless PABXsto theoffice, second-generation CT2 to sites such asshopping centres and railway stations, PCNs toa particular area, and so on. Although certainof these systems and services can be
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Objective Action
Create competition in UK
telecommunications

Satisfy latent demand for mobile
telephone services services

Improve competition in residential Establish personal mobile
services services

Overcome CT2 deficiencies Establish | two-way PCN : 
Figure 2.2 The origins of PCNlie in the UK government☂s drive for competition and deregulation

Replace monopoly with duopoly

Establish new ype for mobi

  

  

Consequence
Limited improvement in selected business services, BT
concentrates on competitive businesses at expense of
residential services. Ineffective competition in providing
services between subscribers☂ premises and thelocal
exchange. ☁Cosy☂ competition leaves tariff levels largely
unaffected.

   frequ   

 

False start with CT2 ♥ one-way,limited-range service
only. Technological back-alley, but adopted by other
European PTTs becauseit creates no threat to the
existing local telecommunications infrastructure.

 

Areal alternativeto thefixed☁connection between
subscribers☝ premises andthe local exchange. Higher♥
frequ et late massgrowth. Newtariff structures
and tially high volumeswill lead to lowerco: a
and mass appeal.

  
   
 

distinguished on this basis, it does not take
account of the overlaps and inevitable
competition between the various services.

If this view prevails, users will be confused by
the multiple choices available, and the tariffs
and prices associated with each type of service
are unlikely to be sufficiently different to help
them decide. This confusion is likely to mean
that some service providers will go out of
business, and could hold back the overall growth
of mobile communications as users wait to see
which of the competing services will be the
winner.

PCNswill be the dominant form
of mobile communications
Webelieve that PCNs are set to become the
dominant form of mobile personal communi-
cations. The main casualtiesare likely to be CT2
services and paging services.
In the United Kingdom,the take-up of CT2 has
been slower than expected. The reasonsare not
yet clear, but it certainly appears that the
marketing of the service has been less than that
demanded to capture the intended volume.
There have also been criticisms of the voice
quality within the vicinity of a base station, and
the limited geographical coverage means that
the handsets can be used only close to one of
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the base stations. The dial-out-only restriction
is also a severe drawback.

Our view is that CT2 provides only a partial
solution to meeting the needs of the general
public for mobile communications. Some experts
have predicted that CT2 operators will add
paging and voice mail to compensate for the
restriction of being able to use the handset only
for making calls. We believe, however,that the
emerging PCNsarelikely to pose a severe threat
to the survival of CT2.
Paging services, we believe, will also be
superseded by PCNs. As PCNs become
established, most business people whocurrently
have a pager will acquire a PCN handset. The
need for a separate paging device will therefore
disappear, although some PCN handsets will
provide pagingfacilities that can be used when
it is not convenient to be interrupted by a
telephonecall. The needfor in-building paging
will also diminish as cordless PABXs are
installed, so it is probable that the only segment
of the paging market to survive will be
international paging ♥ probably based on
satellite services.

PCNs will, however, co-exist with the GSM
network. GSM has been designed for use in
vehicles and will provide Europe-wide coverage
for business users. PCNs,on the other hand,are
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Figure 2.3 The UK government☂s view of the mobilecommunications marketwill lead to a

bewildering choice for users

Type of service Service characteristics
CT1 is the standard domestictelephoneinstalled in many homes.Calls can be made and receivedwithin about 50 metres of the basestation.

CT1 cordless
telephones

Voice and elementary data com- a :munications for mobile telephoneusers in vehicles or on foot. Full

Existing analogue
mobile telephone
systems : c ot. |roaming betweencalls. Nationwidecoverage. :
CT2 Telepoint Telepoint basestations are beinginstalled in public places. Owners ofCT2 handsets can make (but notreceive) calls within about200 metres of a basestation. TheyCannot roam from one basestationto another during a call.

European coverage. GSMisdesigned primarily for use in 3vehicles, andwill provide restrictedroaming duringa call. ♥♥

GSM networks

  

Owners of PCN handsets will beable to make and receive callswithin about 1 km of a basestation.Theywill be able to move aboutfreely within onecell during a call,butit is not yet clear whether PCNserviceswill provide the facility toroam from one cell to another. PCNiS not intended for use in movingvehicles.

Personal communi-
cations networks(PCNs)

Cordless PABXs Will be installed in offices. Calls(including calls to/from other PABX _extensions) can be made within iabout 200 metres of the PABX,Allthe usual PABXfacilities will beavailable.

Mobile communications services

  
aimed at a mass market and will providesomewhat less functionality and at lower cost.
PCNs will be technically similarto the GSM system
Late in 1990, European PTTs agreed tostandardise PCNs, using the existing GSMstandard asa basis. (The standard will be calledDCS 1800.) This means that there will be acommon air interface between competingnetworks, allowing the handset of one supplierto be used on any PCN network. There will,however, be three significant differencesbetween PCN and GSM:

co

♥ The frequency will be twice as high as thatused for GSM networks (1.8 GHz against900 MHz), which will result in smaller cells(about 1 km across) and greater trafficcapacity. The ability to make greater re-useof frequencies will provide the potential tohandle (say) millions of subscribers withinone European country.
♥ Telephone handsets will be small andlightweight, intended for portable use ratherthan for use in vehicles. This will result incheaper handsets (a pocket-phone costing$175 is envisaged by the mid-1990s).
♥ There will be less functionality in terms offeatures, and restricted ability to movebetweencells during a call.
PCNs will require an infrastructure of basestations, interconnecting transmission links,switches, and interfaces with the publicswitched telephone network. The radio tech-nology used for PCNs will be relativelystraightforward. The base-station antennaewillbe small (less than a metre of wire) and can beinstalled anywhere;typically, they will be puton the outside of suitable buildings. Communi-cations back to the radio base stations and tothe switching centre (equivalent to a PTT localexchange) will be via millimetre-wave radiolinks. Speech will be transmitted digitally at13.4k bit/s.

AsFigure 2.1 illustrated, a central feature ofPCNs will be the use of a smartcard forpersonalising a handset and for billing andsecurity purposes. (A smartcard is usuallyidentical in size to a standard credit card, butcontains an embedded microprocessor andmemory chip.) There have been predictions thatdual PCN/CT2 handsets will be produced ♥ aview we do not share because, as we statedearlier, PCNs are likely to make CT2 obsolete.Dual PCN/GSM handsets are a more likelyproposition.
There is considerable demandfor PCN services
Marketresearch has shown that there are about30 million business people in Europe whoregularly travel off-site in the course of theirwork. Thefact that two million of them alreadysubscribe to analogue cellular-telephone ser-vices, despite the poor service and high cost,
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demonstrates that there is considerable demand
for such services. We believe that in the
mid-1990s, the advent of the $175 portable
mobile telephone will lead to unprecedented
demand for PCN and PCN-like services. Much
of this demand will be from the mass market,
where the pocket-phone will eventually join the
wristwatch and the filofax as an everyday
personal necessity.
In addition to standard telephony, PCN
operators are likely to provide a range of
business-oriented services, including:
♥ Value-added voice services, such as voice

mail and toll-free calls.
♥ Information services (such as paging) that

make use of the tiny screen on the handset.
♥ Data and facsimile communications (at

9.6k bit/s).
♥ Centrex-like services, which will be an

alternative to cordless PABXs. (Centrex is
described in Chapter 3.)

The advantages of such services, compared with
other forms of mobile and conventional
communications, are that PCNs will:
♥ Provide a better method of reaching staff

when they are moving about eitheroff-site
or on-site.

♥ Together with the GSM network,offer better
and cheaperfacilities than can be provided
with existing cellular networks.

♥ Offer a genuine alternative to the PTT☂s
fixed-wired access to the local exchange.

♥ Through cordless PABXs and add-on
modules, offer an alternative way of pro-
viding telephony within a building and of
linking to public networks.

The business benefits of mobile communications
were discussed in Report 68. They include
substantial increases in productivity for sales
staff and service personnel whoare seldom in
the office ♥ increases that can be achieved for
a modest outlay in equipmentandcall charges.
PCNs are likely to make similar benefits
available to a larger cross-section of business
people.

PCN services will be launched in 1992
PCN services will be launched in the United
Kingdom by the three licensed consortia
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(Mercury, Unitel, and Microtel) at the end of
1992, covering about 40 per cent of the
population. The two existing UK analogue
cellular-telephone operators (Racal-Vodafone
andCellnet) will compete strongly with PCN by
bringing out their own versionsof lightweight
GSM handsets. Although tariffs have not yet
been published for PCNs, we expectthat, in the
long term, the services will cost less than those
for cellular telephony and be competitive with
both existing PSTN services and future ISDN
services. By the late 1990s, PCNswill therefore
provide a real alternative to the (wired) direct
exchange line for individual subscribers.
In other Europeancountries, and in the rest of
the world, it is not yet clear whether PCN
technology (as described here) will be adopted,
or whether PCN-like services will be derived
from some other radio-based technology. We
understand, for example, that the United States
is favouring a spread-spectrum approach, a
technology derived from military radio systems.
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
is currently considering PCN proposals ♥
termed PCS (personal communications services)
in the United States ♥ and thereis a lively
debate as to who should be responsible and
which frequency bands should be used. The FCC
favours excluding existing cellular operators in
order to encourage competition and investment
by entrepreneurs.
Some observers of the telecommunications
industry believe that, by early in the next
century, the many disparate PCN-like systems
will converge into a single universal mobile
telephone system. The European Commissionis
considering the feasibility of just such a single
system as part of its research programme on
advanced communications in Europe. The idea
is that a single pocket communicator, which can
be used in the home,office, outdoors, inside or
outside a vehicle, and anywhere in Europe, may
be used without any special procedure on the
part of the user. A single mobile system,
however, will not becomea reality until early
in the next century. By then, PCNs could well
be established as the global answer to mobile
communications.

Mobile data services
As the use of mobile voice services has
grown, so has the demand for mobile data
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communications, and the existing analogue
cellular services (which were designed for voice
communications) have been extended and
adapted to meet this demand. Sales and
maintenancestaff, for example, are now often
equipped with portable PCs and facsimiles that
can be plugged into their car telephones. InReport 68, we indicated someof the significant
benefits and opportunities for competitive
advantage that could be derived from mobiledata applications.

It is, however, inefficient to use a voice-oriented networkfor data transmission. In thecase of mobile data communications, the in-efficiency applies to a very scarce resource ♥the frequency spectrum.All of the mobile com-munications services mentionedearlier in thischapter (with the exception of the singleuniversal mobile telephone system) are aimedprimarily at voice services. The digital formatofthe air interface helps with data throughputand reliability, but it does not significantlyaddress the unique problems caused by thebursty and sporadic nature of much datacommunication.

As a consequence, new mobile communicationsservices aimed specifically at data communi-cations will be developed over the next fewyears. These new networks will be based onpacket-radio techniques that make efficient useof the available spectrum, in that the radiochannel will be used only when data is beingtransmitted. This meansthatit will be possibleto accommodate up to about 1,000 simultaneoususers on a single channel, compared with 25 onconventional voice-oriented networks. Tariffscan thusbesetin thelight of the greater numberof potential users and be based on the volumeof data transmitted rather than on the time forwhich a connectionis used. This should resultin lower costs than those incurred by usingalternative mobile networks for datatransmission.
Unlike providers of mobile voice services,providers of mobile data services will need toprovide more than simple transport infra-structures. The greater complexity of datacommunications means that they will need toprovide value-added services, offering overallapplications that can easily be integrated withcorporate computer systems. We expect that

10

Mobile communications services

sector-specific mobile data services will beoffered, which meansthat there may be severalvalue-addedresellers in the marketplace, whowill buy capacity from the mobile data com-munications operators and provide ☁pre-packaged☂ mobile data applications.
The first public service aimed specifically atmobile data communications is Ardis (advancedradio data information service), which beganoperatingin the United States in April 1990. Thisservice uses airtime on an existing network setup for IBM field-service technicians. Using thesystem is estimated to save the technicianshalfan hour a day, which was sufficient to cost-justify the original system. Interest by IBM☂scustomers in the facilities available from thenetwork led the company and Motorola (theradio equipment supplier) to introduceit as apublic service.
Onceagain, the UK governmentis leading thewayin Europe andis in the process of issuinglicences to four organisations to establish andoperate public mobile data communicationsservices, using the upper VHF band (178 to190 MHz). The four are Cognito, HutchinsonTelecommunications, Motorola Storno, and RAMMobile Data. Figure 2.4 provides some back-ground information about each of theseorganisations. Once the licences have beenissued, the organisations will be required tocover 40 per cent of the population within30 months and 80 per cent within five years.To obtain such coverage, some operators willcombine a packet-radio air interface withexisting terrestrial data communicationsnetworks based on X.25. Others will establishtheir own proprietary terrestrial network usingdigital leased lines. The services are likely to beavailable by the beginning of 1991.

In Germany, DBP Telekom has introduced apilot mobile data network called Modacom,using equipment from Motorola. A nationwideservice is expected in 1994.
Terminals connected to mobile data networkswill range from laptop PCs with adapters, topocket-size battery-operated keyboardscostingaround $1,000. Since there are, as yet, norelevant standards, the internal protocols willbe proprietary to a particular networkoperator.This will inevitably lead to incompatibilities andprevent interworking between different
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Figure 2.4 Four organisations are in the process
of being granted licences by the UK
governmentto provide mobile data
communications services

Cognito Group is controlled by the Dowty Group andis
developing a mobile packet network for use in two-way
messaging (paging), mobile data communications using
hand-held terminals, telemetry, and accessing
information services.

  

     ofHutchinson Telecommunicat
Kong'sleading public telephoneoperator, where it
already provides a mobile data service.

 

Motorola Storno is a subsidiary of Motorola Inc ane
manufactures, sells, and maintains radio tele-
communications equipment aimed mainly at the
emergency services.

| RAM Mobile Data is a subsidiary of the US RAMi Broadcasting Corporation. In the United State
operatesa Mobitex mobile data service b

  

    Ericsson.
 

systems. At the time of writing, no information
about tariffs for mobile data services was
available. Tariffs will obviously vary with the
type of service and application provided.

Service-oriented businesses such as freight
hauliers and businesses with extensive sales and
iield-service operations will be the main target
users of mobile data services. The initial
applications will be direct replacements for the
existing two-way paging services typically used
by taxi and road-haulage companies for vehicle-
dispatch and messaging applications. (At
present, these applications use existing analogue
mobile telephone networks.) Later, the
applications will be developed to provide
generalised two-way paging services. Typically,
a user organisation will access a message-
management centre through a PC connected by
a standard asynchronousdial-up link to the
fixed part of the mobile data operator☂s
network. Mobile data services will also enable
travelling staff to connect their portable
terminals to a wide range of host computers in
the same wayas if they were connected via a
fixed link.

Land-mobile satellite services
Land-mobile satellite services are being
established on a regional and global basis by
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several organisations. In Europe, for example,
five such services are planned:
♥ KEuteltracs from Eutelsat, the Paris-based

consortium of European PTTs.
♥ Standard C, Standard M,and Global Paging ♥

three services from Inmarsat.
♥ Locstar, based on the US Geostar position-

fixing and messaging service.
The Euteltracs system is based on the American
Omnitracs network, owned and operated by
Qualcomm. It combines.a position-fixing
capability with a two-way messaging service
that allows a variety of free-form and pre-
formatted messages(up to 2,000 characters) to
be transmitted by either the mobile unit or the
base station. The service is aimed at the trucking
and transportation industries, utilities, govern-
ment agencies, construction companies, rail-
ways, long-distance bus companies, and the
inshore shipping industry.
Inmarsat, in cooperation with 57 of the world☂s
PTTs, provides global telephone, telex, data,
andfacsimile services to ships via a network of
satellites and ground stations. Ship terminals
(Standard A) are bulky and expensive, and
telephonecalls are currently charged at about
$10 per minute. A recent change in Inmarsat☂s
charter enables it to offer similar services to
international airlines, and several ventures are
underway to market and operate these services.
A further change to Inmarsat☂s charter has
recently been proposed to enable it to offer
services to land-based mobile users.
The land-mobile data service proposed by
Inmarsat is based on a small Standard C terminal
designed originally for use on ships. Text
messages of unlimited length may be exchanged
at low speed(600bit/s) in both directions. There
is currently no position-fixing capability, but an
add-on feature to the terminal is planned to
makethis possible, using existing navigational
systems.
Inmarsat Standard M will be a more sophisti-
cated land-mobile service for both land and
maritime use, scheduled for introductionin late
1992. Three services will be provided:
♥ Voice telephony (at 4.8k or 6.4k bit/s

depending on the speech algorithm and
error-correction methods employed).
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♥ Data communications at 2400 bit/s.
♥ Group 3 facsimile at 2400 bit/s.
Inmarsatis also currently working on the designof a satellite-based global paging system, whichit plansto bring into commercial service in 1993.Pocket pagers of a ☁Walkman☂size will provideworldwide tonal, numeric, and alphanumericpaging facilities. The target pager price is $500,and a vehicle-mountedversionis also planned.Inmarsat believes that the worldwide market forsuch pagers could be between 2 and 5 million.
Loestar was formed in 1988 asa result of ajointinitiative between the French Centre Nationaldes Etudes Spatiales (CNES) and Geostar, astart-up company already providing position-fixing and messaging services in the UnitedStates. The Locstar system will provide position-fixing and elementary two-way messagingservices (up to 100 characters) via dedicatedsatellites.
In Australia, Aussat is intendingto introduceitsMobilesat land-mobile satellite service whenitssecond-generation satellites come into servicein 1992 (although, by then, Aussatis likely tohave been sold off to a newly establishedprivate-sector competitor). Mobilesat will pro-vide voice, messaging, and data transmissionservices. In the meantime, Aussat will be intro-ducing a land-mobile service in collaborationwith OTC (which handles internationaltrafficto and from Australia) based on Inmarsat☂sStandard C terminal.
Aussat foresees several applications for itssatellite services:
♥ Use by the Royal Flying Doctor service toaccess medical research.
♥ Transmission of social-security paymentdetails to remote areas.
♥ Provision of voice services to remotehomesteads and communities currentlyserved by the digital radio concentratorservice (DRCS). The ☁school of the air☂ isamajor userof this service,
♥ Transmission of information to and fromservice industries and personnel operating inremote areas, including livestock agents,long-haul truckers, police, public utilities,and governmentservices.

 

One example of an innovative applicationis theprovision of remote telemetry and controlfacilities for Australian state government waterauthorities. The plan is that river heights andwater flows would be monitored automaticallyand transmitted, by satellite, to headquarters.In turn, instructions could be sent out to openand close valves automatically.
Australia☂s geography makes it an ideal test bedfor the development of rural satellite-basedmobile telecommunications, and many of theworld☂s leading suppliers are piloting theirproducts and systems in Australia beforelaunching them globally.
An example of a global land-mobile satelliteserviceis the Iridium service recently proposedby Motorola. This service would be based onlow-orbit satellites, although at the time ofwriting, little further informationis available.However, Iridium merits attention for threereasons:
♥ It appears that Motorola has adopted arealistic strategy for introducing the serviceby recognising that the existing globalregulatory environmentis too restrictive tomake the establishment of an independentsystem possible. Asa consequence, Motorolais discussing the project with the relevantinternational bodies.
♥ The use of low-orbit satellites not onlyprovides the potential to offer a wide rangeof services(including voice and high-speeddata), but also avoids the intractableregulatory problems associated withreserving geosynchronousorbital slots andwith resolving the associated problem offrequency coordination.
♥ The network can take advantage oftechnological advancesinsatellite on-boardprocessing andintelligent networks to makethe system virtually independent of theterrestrial infrastructure.
This latter feature will enable the system toenter service as soon as the satellites can belaunched, which is itself a problem. TheMotorola system envisages using 77 low-orbitSatellites to provide global coverage. Thesatellites will doubtless be small devices that canbe launched several at a time, but launchschedules are booked up several years in
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advance, and a realistic time for implementing
the system must be towards the end of the
century.

Many road-haulage companiesare realising the
benefits of land-mobile satellite communi-
cations, and haveinstalled or are planning to
install satellite communications equipment in
their vehicles. According to studies carried out
for the European Space Agency (ESA), demand
exists for both voice and data communi-
cations, with position-fixing considered as an
additional ♥ although not a central ♥ service.
Our view is that the reluctance to consider
position-fixing as an essential service arises from
the newness of the service, and a lack of
experience with it. The ESA☂s studiescite three
reasons that transportation companiesgive for
planning to invest in land-mobile communi-
cations systems:
♥ To gain a competitive advantage by

projecting a modern technological and
professional image for the provision of a
quality service.
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♥ To increase revenuesby reducinglead times,
increasing the volume and value of loads
carried, and reducing empty return trips.

♥ To reduce costs by optimising fleet
utilisation, centralising dispatching, and
managing the work-force better.

While these findings relate specifically to
transportation companies, similar advantages
will be gained by a wide range of businesses.
Communications managers will increasingly
need to take account of mobile communications,
both voice and data, in their corporate
networking plans.
Mobile communications services impose unique
requirements on service providers in terms of
network intelligence and complexity. Large
databases and a sophisticated signalling system
are required to keep track of potentially millions
of subscribers and to authenticate andbill their
calls on a realtime basis. In fact, mobile services
will constitute the first large-scale application
of intelligent networks, which we review in the
next chapter.
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Intelligent network services

A modern telephone exchange is, in effect, aspecial-purpose computer designed and built toprovidefast, highly reliable switchingofcalls.By adding additional computer-controlledfunctions and facilities to the telephone net-work infrastructure, the PTTs are able toprovide enhancedservices over and above thetraditional switching and transmission of calls.These services, known as intelligent networkservices, fall into two categories. The firstcategory is aimed at providing, via the publicnetwork, telecommunicationsfacilities hithertoavailable only via private networks or facilities.The most significant are centrex (PABX-likefacilities) and virtual private networks. Theprovision of these services will mean that evenlarge organisations will have less need to useprivate-network facilities. The second type ofintelligent network service (such as advancedfreephoneandcall rerouteing) will be used toimprove communications with customers andthe general public.

The computers (and associated databases) thatcontrol the intelligent network services will beseparate from the computers that control thebasic switching functions. This will meanthat:
♥ Newservices can be introduced faster andmoreeasily, becauseit will not be necessaryto modify (andretest) the Switching systems.
♥ Anewservice can be introduced for a smallnumberof subscribers cost-effectively.
♥ Itis possible to give customers more controlover the provision and management of theservices they subscribe to.
♥ The PTTs have access to a databasecontaining information about their customersandtheir calling patterns, and can usethisinformation to design new services.

14

At present, intelligent network services arepredominantly voice-oriented and often requirecallers to generate tones on their keypad tomakeservice choices. Older instruments usingrotary dialling cannot access some of theservices. An example of the range of voice-oriented intelligent network services plannedby onelocalcarrier in the United States is givenin Figure 3.1. However, the existence ofan intelligent network infrastructure willencourage the PTTs to offer a wider range ofdata-oriented intelligent network services.
Asis the case with most of the other servicesdescribed in this report, implementation ofintelligent network services is more advancedin North America than in Europeor elsewhere.Introduction of some intelligent networkservices may be the subjectof fierce regulatory
 
Figure 3.1 BellSouth is planning to test a variety ofintelligent network services

BellSouth, one of the US regional telephone companies,plans to conductfield trials in 1991 of the followingintelligent network services:
Area numbercalling: Routes calls to the businesslocation nearest the caller, who may have dialled asingle, advertised telephone number.
Outgoing call management:Blocks long-distance calls to   
selected numbers. ♥
Custom intercept with call complete: Intercepts callsmade to a non-working number, and verifies that theCall is being forwarded to the correct number.Multi-location business extension dialing: Allows centrexusers to dial a four- or five-digit numberto reach othercentrexusers.
Computer access restriction. Enhances computersecurity by restricting dial-up computer access to callsoriginating from approved numbers.
Directory assistance call completion: Connectscustomers dialling directory assistance to the numberthat they are seeking.   
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debate, since the PTTs will see the ☁intelligence☂
as a basic part of their network, and therefore
entirely within their domain, while other
network service providers may view this as
restrictive practice.

A few very large organisations are constructing
their own private intelligent networks. Where
the regulations permit, some of these may
consider providing intelligent network services
to third parties. Some of the Europeanrailways,
for example, are considering whether to move
into this market. Provision of a full intelligent
network service requires the PTTs to make
significant changes to their network infra-
structure. It may be possible for organisations
with large private networks to modify them
more rapidly than the PTTs can, and thus to
obtain a substantial share of the emerging
market for intelligent network services.

We begin by describing centrex and virtual
private network services and the benefits that
can be obtained from using them. We then
describe the more generalfacilities available
from intelligent networks, and the benefits they
provide, before reviewing the progress thatis
being madein introducing such services outside
the United States. The development and take-
up of intelligent network servicesis, however,
likely to be hindered by regulatory, standards,
and tariff factors, as well as a reluctance by user
organisations to abandontheir existing private
networks.

Centrex provides PABX-like
facilities
A centrex service provides features and
functions equivalent to a PABX, but with the
switching equipment generally located within
the local PTT telephone exchange. Unlike most
PABX networks, direct inward dialling to
specific ☁extensions☂ is an integral feature of a
centrex service. The principles of centrex are
shownin Figure 3.2, overleaf. The advantages
of centrex for user organisations are:
♥ Capital investment and floor-space require-

ments can be reduced.
♥ Less management effort is required to pro-

vide in-house telecommunicationsfacilities.
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♥ It is easy to expand or contract the size of
the facilities, which is particularly useful if
the numberofstaff is likely to change, or
cannot be predicted.

♥ Services can be provided to several of an
organisation☂s buildings in one area, from one
exchange, so that all buildings appear part
of the same in-house telephonesystem.(This
is generally much more difficult and
expensive to accomplish with a PABX.)

Centrex services have been available in North
America for many years, but are comparatively
new elsewhere in the world. Mercury Com-
munications Limited, the second carrier in the
United Kingdom,beganto offer centrex in 1987
and nowhasseveral dozen organisations using
the service. Telecom Australia is also expected
to introduce a centrex service, known as
CustomNet Spectrum, in late 1990.
Althoughlarge organisations may be reluctant
to use centrex (because it means placing the
management of their in-house telecommuni-
cations in the handsof a third party), Mercury☂s
experienceis that there is a market for this type
of service in locations with limited in-house
telecommunications expertise. Mercury has also
found that its centrex service is being used to
link several buildings in a metropolitan area, and
in multi-tenant buildings. Other organisations
are using centrex to overcome short-term
capacity problems.
Centrex can be combined with virtual private
network services to form a service known as
wide-area centrex. With this service, the
concept of a single telephone system for
multiple sites, described above, can be
expanded nationwide to include all of an
organisation☂s sites. In this situation, much of
the management effort for the entire in-house
telephone service becomesthe responsibility of
the PTT, rather than the organisation☂s
telecommunicationsstaff.

Virtual private networks will
provide a cost-effective
alternative to private
networks
A virtual private network (VPN)is an intelligent
network service that provides a business with
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 Figure 3.2 A centrex service provides PABX-likefacilities, but without the needtoinstall in-house equipment
Without centrex, the PABX switching equipmentis located within the customer's premises.
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With centrex, the switching equipmentis generally part of the local telephone exchange(above)or a small concentrator could be
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 manyof the features associated with a privatevoice network(such as desk-to-desk short-codedialling between locations, and short call-set-uptimes), without requiring the use of privatecircuits. VPNs can be less expensive thanprivate networks because tariffs for privatecircuits are based on the fact that they areavailable 24-hours a day, seven-days a week,even though 10 per cent or less of the totalavailable capacity is typically used. With VPNs,the transmission capacity is provided on an as-required basis, and can be shared betweencustomers, rather thanbeing dedicated to onecustomer. VPNs can also provide additional
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features that are not always available withprivate networks. Furthermore, fewerstaff areusually required to operate and manage a VPNthan a private network, and less investmentmay be required in PABXs.
VPNs are commonin the United States,but rare elsewhere
Private voice networksare widely used by largebusinesses in countries where private-circuitcosts have been lower than the cost of using thePSTN ♥ mainly the United States, Canada, theUnited Kingdom, and Australia. In countries
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where private-circuit costs have been high,it
is rare to find a private voice network.
However, in both the United States and the
United Kingdom, the introduction of more
competition into the market has reduced the
cost of public network calls. Meanwhile,
pressure from regulators to avoid cross-
subsidisation betweendifferent telecommuni-
cations services has led to substantial increases
in private-circuit tariffs (particularly for
analogueprivate circuits). In the United States,
this has created a substantial market for VPN
services.
There were more than 750 VPN customers in
the United States at the end of 1989,including
many of the largest businesses. The main
reasons cited for using VPNsare:
♥ Cost savings of 20 per cent or more compared

with private voice networks, or using the
PSTN.

♥ Improved flexibility and control over the
voice network.

A typical US VPN configuration is shown
overleaf in Figure 3.3.
The VPNservices available in the United States
enable anorganisation to maintain a dedicated
numbering scheme and to use other features
normally provided only by a private network,
while using the carrier☂s network on a non-
dedicated basis for most calls. This means that
a VPNserviceis cost-effective for smallersites,
typically where fewerthan five private circuits
would be required to link a site to a private
network.(As private-circuit costs haverisen,it
has becomeless cost-effective to include these
sites as part of the network.)
Another advantage is that a VPN can be
accessed via any multifrequency-dialling
telephone by an authorised user, who will have
to key-in his personal identification number.
Alternatively, a VPN can be accessed via a
payphone that can accept a ☁travel card☂ (a
special telephone credit card issued to an
organisation☂s staff; the cost of calls is billed to
the organisation). Allowing VPNsto be accessed
in this way meansthat the lowercall charges
can be extended to staff who are away from
their ☁office☂.
The personal identification number could also
be used to enable someone to have his calls
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diverted to any telephone that can access the
appropriate intelligent network service. (This
would work in a similar manner to the PABX
☁follow me☂ facility.) Each time someonearrives
at anew location, he must makea call to inform
the intelligent network of the new location. Any
subsequent calls to that person☂s telephone
number would automatically be rerouted to the
new location.

Facilities provided by VPN services in the
United States include:
♥ Call-forwarding, and call-back-when-free

across the network.
♥ Switched 56k bit/s data transmission

(although this facility is not widely used).
♥ Centralised billing, including the ability to

assign call costs to specific budget areas.
♥ A wide range of network-management

features, permitting users to reconfigure the
network, to make online changes to the
network dialling plan, to redirect calls by
time of day, to test network-accesslines, to
obtain reports on usage, to change billing
arrangements, and evento receive warnings
when certain conditions occur, such as one
user exceeding a predefinedcall cost.

These network-management features enable
businesses to change the size of their
telecommunications networks much more
rapidly. This is of particular benefit to
organisations whose business is subject to
substantial seasonal peaks and troughs. They
can use intelligent network services to obtain
additional bandwidth or telephone lines ☁on
demand☂, rather than gear their telecom-
municationsfacilities to average demand. Many
of the changes can be madedirectly by the
business☂s telecommunications staff, using
online access to the intelligent network data-
base, rather than having to wait for PTT staff
to make the changes. Changes can therefore be
made almost immediately, in response to
changing business conditions.
Outside the United States, France Telecom was
one of the first PTTs to provide VPN-like
facilities with its Colisée service. This provided
basic facilities such as volumecall discount and
a unified numbering scheme. Colisée will be
superseded by France Telecom☂s intelligent-
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Figure 3.3 A typical USvirtual private network providesa variety of private voice networkfeatures
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network-based VPN service, Transgroupe,which is scheduled to be introduced in 1992.VPNsare not yet offered elsewhere in Europe,

although they will soon be available in theUnited Kingdom as part of a multi-site centrexservice. In Australia, a VPN service called
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CustomNetHorizon is expected to be available
in late 1990.
US experience has shown that VPNs can bring
cost savings and otherbenefits to organisations
that do not have sufficient voice traffic to justify
a private network. Theservice is particularly
appropriate for retail and other organisations
that have many small branches.

Global VPNs will overcomethediffi-
culties of establishing international
private networks
An organisation wishing to set up its own
international private network encounters
severe difficulties. At the design stage, these
include establishing the true costs, and
understanding differing national and regulatory
environments and technical standards for
transmission, signalling, and synchronisation. At
the implementation stage, it will be necessary
to deal with several PTTs and suppliers, each
with its own way of doing business. Once the
network is operational, the problem of
managing it is compoundedby thedifficulties
of dealing with many PTTsin different locations
and in different languages. A global VPN would
offer the same benefits as a purely national one,
but with the additional advantagesof relieving
the user organisation of the burdensassociated
with designing, implementing, and operating an
international private network.
US Sprint Communications (one of the long-
distance carriers in the United States) and Cable
& Wireless (the UK-based telecommunications
company that operates the Mercury service in
the United Kingdom and the Hong Kong
telephone service) have announced a global
VPN that will be marketed under the name
Global Fon. This will enable users with offices
in the United States, the United Kingdom, and
Hong Kong to connect to the same VPN and
enjoy the private-network-type features offered
by centrex, such as 64k/56k bit/s end-to-end
service, a common numbering plan, and call-
back-when-free. Global Fon will not be able to
offerall of the features available on US VPNs,
however, because some of these are not
supportedin the other countries where domestic
VPNsare not yet available.
It may be difficult for other independent
suppliers to enter the market for global VPNs
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because they may be hampered by a lack of
cooperation from the PTTs. The trend is for a
PTT to open offices in other countries in a move
to simplify the provision of international
services by acting as the interface between
foreign businesses and their national PTTs.
These moveswill reduce the potential market
for global VPN services.

Intelligent network services will
improve communications with
customers and the public
The call rerouteing facilities available with
intelligent networks will enable businesses to
provide a more flexible telephone service for
their customers and the generalpublic. Indeed,
some types of intelligent network service can
be used to create new types of business aimed
at the general public.

Call rerouteing will provide greater
flexibility
Today, most businesses have to handle tele-
phonecalls from their customersat the specific
location to which their telephone numberis
linked. This means that they must havestaff
available, at all times, in sufficient numbers, to
handle the expected volumeofcalls. To achieve
this, staff are often required to work shifts, and
the only way to prevent staff being swamped
by unexpected increasesin call volumesis to
overman the telephone-answering service most
of the time. This problem can be overcome by
using intelligent network services that makeit
possible to decouple a called number from a
specific location.
Suchservices will makeit possible to route a call
to one of several locations according to
predefined rules. Calls may be routed, for
example, by time of day, so that outside
business hours, all calls are handled by a
centralised service, rather than at regional
centres. Calls may also be rerouted to back-up
numbers, if volumes exceed a preset limit.
In this way, organisations can improve the
service they provide to their customers with-
out incurring excessive additional staff costs.
Figure 3.4, overleaf, illustrates how call
rerouteing facilities could be combined with an
automatic call distribution (ACD) system to
provide just such a flexible telephone-answering
service.
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Figure 3.4 Call rerouteing could be combined with an

automaticcall distribution system to
provide a flexible telephone-
answering service

One of the main services provided by organisationssuch as the Allgemeine Deutsche Automobil inGermany, and the Automobile Association in the UnitedKingdom, is a car breakdown and recovery service fortheir members. Members in need of assistancecall abreakdown-service number, and the operator takes therelevant details and passes them onto the closestavailable repair man. The centre that receives the callsusually has an automatic call distribution (ACD) systemthat routes incoming calls to a free operator, whileensuring a fair distribution of the workload between theoperators.
The volume of calls to a breakdown-service number canvary greatly according to several factors. A peak timefor car breakdowns, and hencefor requests for help, isa wet Monday morning. It is almost impossible toschedule rotas to havesufficient staff available to handlepeakloads. (The high calling volume may last only foran hour or two.) Whencallers have to wait for a longtime to have their calls answered, they often becomeirate, and calls can then take longer to handle.
The ideal would be for the car-breakdown organisationsto bring in additional operators quickly whencallvolumesescalate. In future, this could be achieved byhaving part-time operators on standby at home. As theCall volumes grow, the supervisor would call up somestandby operators, ask them if they are able to takecalls, and if so, use the call rerouteing intelligentnetwork service to add home numbers to the ACDsystem. This solution would also be advantageousinbad weather conditions whenstaff cannot getinto theoffice, and could provide moreflexible workingarrangements for part-time staff   
 

Some PTTs now provide universal numberservices that allow an organisation to advertisea single telephone number, with eachcall beingrouted to the organisation☂s office nearest towhere the call originated. (Long-standingtraditional versions of universal numberser-vices are the PTT-operator and the emergencyservices.) A typical use of a universal businessnumber would be a_ national advertisingcampaign, with the calls being handled by eachregionaloffice. Telecom Australia, for example,has launched a service called CustomNetOne 3, which provides a single nationwidetelephone numberfor a business, asillustratedin Figure 3.5.

Automatic call-rerouteing will also be includedin advanced freephone services. (Freephoneservices are now well established in manycountries and are referred to in the United

Kingdom and the United States as ☁800☂numbers, and in France as Numéro Vert; theperson calling is not charged, but the calledparty pays a higher charge.) Advancedfreephonewill, for example, enable calls to bererouted accordingto thelocation of the caller,the time of day, or the numberof calls currentlybeing handled by the called party, and willprovide details of customer calling patterns tothe user organisation. Airlines use 800 numbersfor their reservation and ticket-sales centres.With advanced freephone, it is possible toarrangefor a call to be handled by a reservationcentre in any part of the world, allowing aparticular centre to be open only during localbusiness hours. Thus, calls in Europe madeoutside local business hours could be handledby a centrein the United States. Using advancedfreephone in this way will reduce staff costs,which are the most expensive part of anytelephone-answeringservice.
Providing services such as these as part of anintelligent network infrastructure enables theuserorganisation to control the waytheservicesare used. Thus, parameters can beset to specifyhow queuedcalls are to be handled, so that theorganisation can respond immediately to achanging marketor to an unexpected responseto a marketinginitiative.
Someintelligent network services willprovide new business opportunities
Sometypesofintelligent network facilities canbe used to provide new types of businessservices, aimed at the general public. Figure 3.6describes how one UKfinancial institution plansto use freephone with an ACD system and adatabase system to improve a new saleschannel. Two other examples of new businessservices are televoting and kiosk services(knownin the United States as 900 numbers).
Simple televoting can be achieved without usingintelligent network services. Callers are simplyasked to dial oneofa set of advertised numbersor to respond to voice prompts by pressing akeypad. An intelligent network televotingapplication would be more sophisticated, andcould, for example, provide a demographicanalysis of voting patterns.
With kiosk services, the user dials in to aparticular information or entertainmentservice
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Calls made from Perth
go to the company's
Perth office 

Figure 3.5 Telecom Australia's CustomNet One3 provides a universal business numberservice
CustomNet One3 provideslocation-dependentrouteing, time-of-day routeing, and local chargesforcallers.

   

   

  All callers dial
a single national
number   

Calls made from Melbourne
go to the company's
Melbourneoffice
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a new sales channel

Abbey National is a UK bank specialising in providing
finance for house purchases. In mid-1989,it set up a
telemarketing operation, known as Abbey NationalDirect,
to sell financial services, primarily mortgages, over the
telephone. Abbey National had been using a bureau
service for telemarketing since 1985, but found that the
service waslimited becauseofrestrictions in the sales
script that could be used. Abbey National Direct was
developed to provide a more customer-oriented service.
Its objectives were twofold: to improve customerservice to
busy people who did not havetimeto visit their local
branch during office hours, and to maximise cross-selling
opportunities to these customers.
Demand has proved larger than expected, and Abbey
National Direct now brings in the equivalent mortgage
business of eight to ten branch offices. Moreover, volume
of businessis still growing in 1990 despite the downturn
in the UK property market. Customers, or potential
customers, call the Direct telephone number(whichwill be
an 0800 toll-free number). The telesales agent handles the
enquiry and either takes all the necessary details at that
time, or arrangesto call the customer back at a more
convenienttime (usually in the evening at the customer's
home)to take the details. The details are entered into a
customer database, and if a quote is required, a 

Figure 3.6 Freephonewill be combined with an automatic call distribution system and a database system to enhance

personalised letter and quotation is generated auto-
matically. All the required paperwork can be completed
without the customer entering the branch. Cross-selling of
insurance policies or a savings account can be done
during theinitial sale, or via a targeted mailshot based on
the customer database.
Abbey National Direct uses an ACD system connected to
a special database system (called DMR) provided by Data
General. The link-between the two systemsis not yet fully
complete. Whenit is, all calls back to customers will be
made automatically by the DMR system. When the
customer answers,the call will be routed to a telesales
agent, and the relevant information about the customerwill
be displayed on that agent☂s workstation.
Abbey National is very pleased with the success ofthis
service and regards it as a new distribution channel.
Customerslike it, because they find the staff are very
responsive, and theylike the convenience of the
telephone. Because the unit that runs the service is small
and centralised, it can be used to market a wider product
range, and new products can be introduced faster than
via branch offices. The combination of computers,
databases, and ACD has eased the administrative burden
on telesales agents, and meansthat they can spend more
time in direct contact with customers.  
 

and is charged for using the service as well as
for the costof the call. The PTT invoices for both
items and passes on the agreed amount to the
service provider. Examples of kiosk services
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include prerecorded news stories, stock-
exchange information, sports results, and
entertainment, such as quiz games. Basic kiosk
services are available now ♥ one exampleis the
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0898-500 Weathercall service in the UnitedKingdom that provides up-to-date regionalweather forecasts. Calls to these numbers arecharged at a premium rate, but anintelligentnetwork will facilitate innovative chargingarrangements and greater flexibility in callhandling.
In the United States, 900 numbers areincreasingly being used by businesses, as wellas for consumer-information and entertainmentpurposes. For example, callers to a California900 service can obtain a facsimile showing thecurrent status of Los Angeles traffic jams. Thecost of using 900 numbers can vary greatly,however:
♥ Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet users pay $2 perminute to obtain expert assistance in solvingproblems.
♥ One service provider sells TRW Busi-ness Credit Reports via a 900 call thatcosts $28.
♥

A

tele-lawyer service provides legal adviceover the telephone at a charge of $3 perminute.
A significant advantageforthe service providersis that the telephone company handles thebilling and debt collection. However, someconcern has been expressed in the United Statesabout the abuse of 900 numbers. An exampleof such abuse was a ☁Call Santa☂ programme,wheretelevision advertisements told childrenwho were too young to dial the numberthemselves to hold the telephone mouthpieceto the television screen, which emitted the tonesto dial the 900 service.
With intelligent-network-based televoting andkiosk services, the network operator will alsobe able to provide comprehensive usage data tothe customer. In principle, this could containvaluable marketing information about thedemographic characteristics of the buyingpublic. Figure 3.7 describes two such intelligentnetwork services that have already beenlaunchedin the United States.

Intelligent network services willbecome available in Europe andelsewhere during the 1990s
Manyof the services described earlier in thischapter are already available in a rudimentary

 

 

Figure 3.7 Telesphere Communications providesdatabaseservices that help to definemarkets

Telesphere Communications, a small long-distancecarrier in the United States, Specialises in providingadditional services to organisations that allow the publicto dial in on 800 and 900 numbers. In the summer of1990,it launched twoservices aimed at helpingbusinesses with 800 numbers to define and analysetheir markets better. One service, PRIZM 800,assignseach neighbourhoodin the United States to one of 40lifestyles, which provides a profile of the averagecitizenby factors such as reading and viewing habits,purchasing patterns, and aititudes. The second service,Directory 800,is complementary to PRIZM 800.Itrecords the telephone numbersof callers, and matchesthe callers☂ numbers with residential names andaddresses. The outputfrom these services can be usedto monitor which types of people are mostinterestedin,or aware of, a product, andto direct Promotionalcampaigns to regions with demographic patterns similarto those of current customers. 
 

form, and have been implemented by usingconventional telecommunications technology inan innovative way. More advanced formsof theservices, such as routeing options for advancedfreephone, often require the PTT to install aspecial ☁overlay☂ network.Thisis the approachadopted by British Telecom in the UnitedKingdom andby Telefonica in Spain. We expectother European PTTstoinstall overlay networksfor the provision of intelligent network servicesduring 1991/92.

The problem for the PTTsis that to provide newservices via overlay networks, they also haveto modify the core network, which is a time-consuming and expensive exercise. Thisexplains whythe aim of the PTTsis to provideintelligent network facilities as an integral partof the telecommunications infrastructure. Suchan infrastructure will enable new services to bedeveloped in weeks rather than years, andwithout having to change any equipment orsoftware in the telephone exchanges. Such acapability will facilitate rapid and opportunisticexploitation of niche markets for intelligentnetwork services. User organisations should beaware of this new PTT capability; in the future,it may become economically viable for a PTT todevelop a service for a single customer.
Intelligent network services are most developedin the United States, although some services arenow becoming available in Europe andelse-
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where. The current status of intelligent network
services in Australia, Europe, Singapore, and
the United States is summarised in Figure 3.8.
In Europe, many organisations are reluctant to
consider using intelligent network serviceslike
centrex and VPNs because they have
traditionally perceived the PTTs as being un-
responsive to their business needs. The
successful use of intelligent network services
dependscritically on the PTTs☂ understanding
their customers☂ business requirements. Many
organisations have yet to be convincedthat the
PTTs have successfully completed the transition
from utilities, whose business was to transmit
information over the public network, to service-
oriented organisations able to provide advanced
services that can be tailored to meet specific
business needs.
Another factor delaying the development of
intelligent network services in Europeis the lack
 

Figure 3.8 Intelligent networks are being implemented
by most major PTTs
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of an intelligent network infrastructure.
Without such an infrastructure, the PTT cannot
justify the expenseof developing anintelligent
network service unless thereis a large potential
market demandfor the service, as is the case
for the 800 freephone services. Regulatory
constraints have also inhibited the development
of intelligent network services.

Regulations, standards, andtariffs
could inhibit the growth of
intelligent network services
The market for intelligent network services
would undoubtedly be stimulated if inde-
pendentservice designers and providers were
to be allowed unrestricted access to a PTT☂s
intelligent network infrastructure. This is
unlikely to happen, however, because the PTTs
and the governments and regulatory bodies that
control their activities will be reluctant to
permit third parties to exercise control over
what is regarded as one of a country☂sstrategic
resources.
Allowing third parties full access to the PTT
infrastructure would also raise concerns about
privacy. There would be a public outcry in most
countries if there were a suspicion that
information about people☂s locations, move-
ments, buying habits, and acquaintances(all of
which could be available within an intelligent
network) were to be used for other purposes.
The scale of the outcry can be gauged by the
privacy concerns aboutitemisedbilling in some
European countries, notably Germany. For
these reasons, there will be regulatory
constraints on the use of intelligent network
services, particularly VPNs. The same types of
restrictions that currently apply to the use of
private networksare likely to apply to VPNs.

The development and take-up of intelligent
network services will also be constrained by the
lack of appropriate standards and by concerns
abouttariffs.

Standards are lagging behind the imple-
mentation of intelligent networks

Newintelligent network services can be a major
source of revenue for the PTTs, so they have
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been anxious to implement the services even
though international agreement on relevantstandards has not yet been reached. Instead,services have been introduced as quickly as
possible by creating overlays to the existingnetworkinfrastructure. In the United Kingdom,for example, the first 800 services were
implemented on Strowger exchanges, pending
the installation of digital exchanges. This causedsomedifficulties because of the excessive delaybefore a caller heard the ringing tone.
Nevertheless, the PTTs are keen to establishstandardsforintelligent networks, because theexistence of standards would enable them tomigrate towards a coherentintelligent networkinfrastructure. Standards would also remove theneed to makelarge service-specific investmentsthat could becomeobsolete once standards havebeen agreed. The CCITT is working on standardsfor intelligent networks, although its aim topublish initial recommendations by the end of1991 now looks unlikely to be achieved.
Take-up will depend crucially on tariffs
The tariffs set for intelligent network services,especially for VPNs,will be an importantfactorin determining the rate at which the servicesare taken up. VPNswill be adopted widely onlyif the cost of using them compares favourablywith the cost. of private circuits. The PTTs,however, will emphasise that a direct costcomparison is only part of the story;organisations using a VPN should also be ableto reduce their ownstaff costs because they willno longer have to take on the responsibility fordesigning and operating a private network.Evenso, someorganisations that make intensiveuse of a private network may find that a VPNdoes not provide worthwhile savings. Much willdepend on the level at which tariffs are set.
The PTTs, of course, also set the tariffs forprivate circuits and other alternative servicessuch as ISDN. They may therefore choose to setthe relative tariffs in a Waythat makes the useof privatecircuits unattractive. However, thereis a trend, particularly in Europe,for tariffs toreflect more closely the costs of providing aservice, and as competition in the telecom-munications market becomes more common,cost-based tariffs will become the norm. Theimplicationis that, in those countries where thePTT remains the monopoly supplier of tele-

 

communications services, the cost of privatecircuits will continue to be high. Indeed,competition is no guarantee that the cost ofprivate circuits will be reduced. British Telecomhas recently increased the rental chargesforits2M bit/s MegaStream private circuits by asignificant amount. The effect is to makeservices based on the public network moreattractive.
There may, however, be scope for negotiatingdiscounts on the publishedtariffs for VPNs. Theuse of a VPN means that an organisation ismaking a major commitment to purchasesignificant telecommunications services fromthe PTT. Because of this, it may well want tobuild a strategic alliance with the PTT andto negotiate appropriate discounts. AT&T☂sTariff 12, for example, allows for volumediscounts to be given to large customers,providedtheysign a three- or five-year contractguaranteeing AT&T most of their telephone anddata communications traffic, including bothVPN and PSTNtraffic . The tariff is, however,difficult to analyse and compare becauseitis,to a large extent, individually tailored to eachcompany. So far, 74 Tariff 12 contracts havebeen signed. The regulatory bodies that have toapprovethetariffs are cautious about discountschemes,butit is likely that they will becomeincreasingly comfortable with schemes that canbe justified on the basis of reduced costs forthe PTTs.

(As this report was goingto press, we learnt thatthe US appeals court has questionedthelegalityof AT&T☂s Tariff 12 contracts, because they mayconstitute an abuse of AT&T☂s dominantposition in the US telecommunications market.)
Despite the concerns about regulations andtariffs, the provision and take-upofintelligentnetworkservicesis set to grow quickly in theearly 1990s. For the PTTs,intelligent networkspresent an opportunity for increasing their shareof the private network market, and forproviding high-value enhanced services forwhich their customerswill be prepared to paya premium. For user organisations, intelligentnetwork services will enable them to reduceboth their telecommunications costs and theirdependence on in-house private networkfacilities. Intelligent network services aimedatenhancing communications with the generalpublic will be of particular interestto all retail
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organisations and to companies engaged in
telemarketing and information services.

While such services are designed to work in both
analogue and digital environments,
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combination of intelligent networks with ISDN
(integrated services digital network) will form
the basis of new and powerful voice and data
services. We describe the development of ISDN
in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Integrated services digital network (ISDN)

In the past, the world☂s public telephone net-works were based on analogue technology. Overthe last three decades, much of the telecom-municationsinfrastructure owned and operatedby the PTTs has been gradually converted todigital technology, to form what has becomeknownasthe integrated digital network (IDN).One major part of the network has, however,been left out of this process of digitisation ♥connections between customers☂ premises andthe adjacent telephone exchange (known intelecommunications jargon as ☁the local loop☂).In its initial form, ISDN is the means by whichthe PTTs will provide digital communicationover the customer☂s connection. In doing so,itwill be possible to integrate the delivery ofallservices (hence the ☁S☂ in ISDN), voice and non-voice alike, over a single connection to the
customer.

Analogue transmission over the local loopprovides a single channel that can be usedfor one purpose at any one time ♥ usuallya telephone conversation. However, thechannelcanbe usedat othertimesfor facsimiletransmission, or via a modem, for data trans-mission. A basic ISDN connection will providethree digital channels ♥ two of which can beused simultaneously for voice or non-voicetransmissions, while the otheris used mainly forPTT signalling. Thus, for example, ISDN willallowa subscriber talking on the telephone onone channel to use anotherchannelto link hiscomputer to an online database. It will alsoallow two separate telephonecalls to be madesimultaneously.
The end-to-end digital transmission facilitiesprovided by ISDN will result in better voicequality, and shortercall-set-up times. ISDN willallow supplementaryfacilities, such as calling-line identification, automatic redialling whenthe called line becomesfree, and direct dial-into individual extensions,to be provided.It will

also provide faster switched data communi-cations. At present, the fastest datatransmission rate that can be achieved overanalogue connectionsis usually 19.2k bit/s. Inits basic form, ISDN will permit data trans-mission at rates up to 64k bit/s.
In manycases, ISDN will use the same twistedpair cables currently used to connect subscriberpremises to the local telephone exchange. Thelocal exchange will, of course, have to be adigital ISDN exchange, and each subscriberwillhaveeither to replace the existing equipmentconnected to the public network with ISDNtelephones and equipment, or to connectexisting non-ISDN equipment via a specialadaptor. In many countries, a significantproportion of subscribersis already connectedto digital exchanges. These are, in effect, ISDNexchanges, although to start with, mostsubscribers will still be connected via theexisting analogue links.

In this chapter, we describe the nature of ISDN :the types ofapplicationsthat it will be suitablefor, the PTTs☂ plans for introducing ISDN, andthe difficulties that have to be overcome beforeit can comeinto widespread use. We concludeby providing advice about what Foundationmembers can do now to plan to exploit ISDN.Wedeal here with first-generation (or narrow-band) ISDN ♥ thatis, ISDN services operatingup to about 2M bit/s. Its expected successor,broadbandISDN,will not becomeavailable untilthe end ofthe century; we consider broadbandISDN briefly in the next chapter as a futuredevelopment of metropolitan area networks.

The nature of ISDN
ISDN connections have two types of digitalchannels. B (or bearer) channels, each of
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64kbit/s, are used for transmitting voice, data,
text, or image communications. D (or delta)
channels, whose bandwidth can be 16k bit/s or
64k bit/s, are used mainly to transmit the
signalling information required to set up ISDN
calls. However, the spare capacity in D-channels
can be used for data transmission (X.25 packet-
switched, for example). Several terminals can
be connected to the same B-channel, allowing
its capacity to be shared. B-channels can also
be grouped to provide so-called wideband ☁H☂
channels (884k bit/s and 1,920k bit/s, for
example), although these will not be among the
initial services provided by the PTTs.

Two types of ISDN connection are available:
♥ Basic access provides two B-channels and

one D-channel of 16k bit/s, and is often
termed 2B+D. It is also knownasthe basic
rate interface, or BRI.

♥ Primary access provides 30 B-channels (23
in North America) and one D-channel of
64k bit/s, and is often termed 30B+D (or
23B+D). It is also knownas the primary rate
interface, or PRI.

Most PTTs areinitially promoting basic-access
ISDN because the standards for this type of
connection are more mature. Basic access will,
however, be moreattractive to smaller organi-
sations. The typical Foundation member will
require primary-access connections for large
sites, although basic access could be useful for
small offices or for home workers. In addition
to basic and primary transmission services
(knownin the ISDN jargon as bearerservices),
ISDN will enable the PTTs to provide sup-
plementary services and teleservices.
Supplementary services are perceived mainly
as enhancements to voice telephony. Typically,
they are the types of features provided by
PABXs,but operated on a network-widebasis.
Examplesincludecall diversion, ring-back when
free, calling-line identification, and advice of
charge. There is more emphasis on sup-
plementary ISDNservices in the United States
than in Europe, because they can be used in
conjunction with intelligent network services
not currently available elsewhere, such as
centrex and virtual private networking.
Teleservices, which are roughly equivalent to
today☂s value-added network services, make
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use of ISDN☂s bandwidth and additional
functionality. Examples include high-resolution
image communications, compressed video-
telephony, and commentary-quality voice
(which uses more than twice the bandwidth of
conventional voice telephony). Teleservices are
distinguished from other forms of telecom-
munications service by the provision of some
form of added-value function on the part of the
service provider. Thus, point-to-point Group 4
facsimile in its basic form makesuseof the basic
(and perhaps supplementary) services, but
store-and-forward facsimile would be a
teleservice.

ISDN will make new telecommuni-
cations applications possible
During the early phases of ISDN, the emphasis
will be on basic-access niche applications,
particularly image applications, that are unlikely
to be feasible with conventional telecommuni-
cations services. In the longer term, however,
as the emphasis switches to primary-access
connections, ISDN will be used for wider, more
general applications.

Theinitial focus will be on niche
applications
Much of the pioneering work on basic-access
ISDN applications is being carried out in France.
The Frenchsubsidiary of Philips (which manu-
factures domestic electrical equipment)is using
ISDN to combine image servers and expert
systems to provide after-sales-service support
to small shops carrying out repairs on domestic
televisions and hi-fi equipment. Securesys (a
French company that provides security services)
offers clients remote monitoring of their
premises using video surveillance systems
connected via ISDN to a central point. Glaxo
distributes large files of medical information to
its sales force in support of its pharmaceutical
products, and two hospitals in Brittany use ISDN
to exchange medical andradiological images to
help diagnose complex illnesses. The Kipa press
agency uses Numéris (the French ISDNservice)
to transmit photographic imagesto its clients,
saving much time and expense. (Previously,
motor cycle couriers were used to deliver
hundreds of photographs.) Members of an
agricultural cooperative in the north of France
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are using ISDN to pool accounting resources. We
describe these last two applications in more
detail in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
A wide range of voice, data, text, and image
applicationsis being proposed for ISDN. Many
of these can be provided with a greater or lesser
degree of efficiency (and often at lower cost)
by using existing telecommunicationsservices.

In general, however, webelieve that until ISDNtariffs are reduced relative to those for existingservices, the most attractive ISDN applicationswill have one or more of the followingcharacteristics:

♥ A geographically dispersed network of smallbranchoffices.

 Figure 4.1 ISDNis used to distribute press photographs
Kipa, the fourth largest photographic press agencyinFrance, produces daily some 2,000 photographs, about 200of which are selected for onward sale to magazines andpublications throughout the country. The manual processfordoingthis was lengthy andcostly; photographs werefirstreplicated in large numbers andeitherdistributed to asalesforcein the Paris area or mailed to potentialclientselsewhere. The processdid not always meetthe need fortimeliness, particularly when the photographswere of topicalnewsevents.
Using Numéris, France Telecom's ISDN service, Kipa wasable to transform the wayit carried outits business. Apartfrom increasingits own efficiency, Kipa was better able tomeetthe needsofits clients and improveits competitiveposition. The solution involved three main elements:
♥ An image-databaseserverat Kipa☂s headoffice.
♥ An image-messaging service Operated by ImageDirecte.
♥ Image workstations providedatclients☂ premises byImage Directe.

Theoverall arrangement, whichisillustrated below, showsthe advantageof the image-messaging service.Theclientisable to accessthe image databasesofall the agenciesconnectedto the system. The operator of the messagingservice also performsother value-added functions such ascentralised billing and accounting, and terminal equipmentsupply and maintenance.Both these aspectshelp sell thesystem to press-agencyclients.
The benefits derived by Kipa are numerous. Establishing anin-house image-database server enabled Kipa to implementits own electronic document-management system, and theCosts of producing multiple copies of photographs wereeliminated. More importantly, the time to deliver aphotographto a client was reduced to three minutes,enabling the agencyto meetits clients☂ requirements fortimely delivery of topical publication material. The databasestorage of imagesalso enabledclients to Carry out rapidsearches on a given subject.Finally, Kipa☂s potential marketwas widenedto include other businesses that make use ofphotographic imagesin the courseoftheir work ♥ bookpublishing, cinema casting, and so on.
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Figure 4.2 ISDN provides the basis for a centralised
accounting service for farmers

Farming,just like any other industry, is in need of good
management, cost control, administration, and account-
ing. The administrative burden of maintaining detailed
accounting records often leads small farmers to seek
the help of specialist third-party organisations. In France,
over 100 Centres de Gestion et d'Economie Rurale
(CGERs) offer general management advice and services
to the agricultural community.
One of the more important is CGER 22, which serves
the Cétes du Nord, and brings together most of the
farming concernsin the province. Like the other
centres, CGER 22 has a decentralised structure,
operating through 20 branch offices. One of the branch-
office activities is to operate an accounting service for
farmersin its locality. This entails the collection of
accounting data from individual farmers, associated
data-entry work, the dispatch of formatted data to
CGER 22 headquarters for processing, and the
reception and redistribution of processed accounting
information to the farmers.
Previously, the exchange of data between the branch
offices and the headquarters was carried out by
transferring diskettes, a process that was fraught with
procedural problems, errors, and delays. ISDN proved
to be the ideal replacement. The traffic characteristics
suited ISDN switched services, and features such as
calling-line identification provided added security to the
operation. Faster, morereliable, and cheaper
transmission of data were among the direct benefits.
Indirect benefits included the better organisation of work
procedures at the headoffice and capacity to increase
the range of services offered to farmers.   
♥ A strong common interest between the

users ♥ what would in other circumstances
be termed a closed user group.

♥ A requirement to transmit large volumes of
data occasionally in either direction ♥ file
transferor high-resolution colour images,for
example.

In the future, there will be four main
categories of new ISDN applications

As the PTTs continuetoinstall and implement
their ISDN infrastructures and switch their
emphasis to providing primary-access channels,
and as ISDNtariffs are reduced in comparison
with tariffs for existing telecommunication
services, other types of applications will begin
to have general appeal. Wepredict that by the
mid-1990s, there will be four main categories
of new ISDN applications.
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Interconnections between PABXs and the
public network
ISDN primary access will become the standard
means of connecting all medium andlarge digital
PABXs to the public network. The speed at
which this happens will depend on the
availability of primary-access connections from
the PTTs, the maturity of signalling standards,
and the support for such standards by PABX
suppliers.

Connection of small branches to head offices
Once certain incompatibilities with private data
network architectures have been overcome
(these difficulties are described on page 33),
many organisations will use ISDN to integrate
into their corporate networks smaller branch
offices that have low-volume communications
requirements. ISDN will be attractive for doing
this for three main reasons. First, the basic-
access configuration can be used to provide a
small local area network. Second, the low traffic
volumes do not justify the provision of
dedicated lines to such locations. Third, and
perhaps most important, the parent organisation
can delegate all responsibility for equipment
maintenanceat the branch office to the ISDN
service provider ♥ the PTT.

Provision of back-up and overflow capacity
for digital leased circuits
Manyof the organisations we spoke to in our
research believe that ISDN has an importantrole
to play in the provision of back-upfacilities for
digital leased circuits (in much the same way
that dialled connections are used today to back
up analogue leased lines). ISDN could also be
used to provide occasional additional capacity
during peak traffic periods, or pending the
installation of digital leased circuits.

Customer service and telemarketing
applications
The ability of ISDN to identify the calling
number provides opportunities for improving
customer-service and computer-supportedtele-
marketing applications. Knowledge of the
identity of an incoming caller can be used to
accesshis files from a database so that relevant
customer information can be displayedin front
of the attendant handling the call. Several
computer and PABX manufacturers are co-
operating on the development of suitable
interfaces. American Express has experimented
with this type of application, but with mixed
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success ♥ apparently, many people call from
telephones other than their own. Even so, the
experience suggests that identifying the caller
and displaying relevant information provides
significant benefits even if only 50 per cent ofthe callers can be identified.
A wordof caution is necessary about these typesof services. Calling-numberidentification maybe prohibited in some countries by data
protection legislation.

PTTs☂ ISDN marketing strategiescould delay its take-up
Different PTTs are implementing ISDN atdifferent rates and to different timescales.Although the projected growth rates in thenumber of ISDN subscribers may seem veryimpressive,it is important to place these in thecontext of the total number of subscribers toexisting services.
By 1995, ISDN connectionswill constitute onlya small proportion of business lines, and a tinyfraction of total lines in any of the countriesimplementingit. Theinitial focus on providingbasic-access connections to smaller organi-sations may have beenthe only alternative towaiting for the maturity of primary-accessstandards, but it has left the PTTs with thedaunting problem of marketing a new conceptto a wide population of unsophisticated usersof telecommunications services. Some PTTshave recognised this and have decided to directtheir marketing effort towards providing largerorganisations with primary-access connections,but using proprietary or pre-ISDN standards.
ISDN is now becoming available
In most advanced countries, the PTTs havealready started to implement ISDN,with severalclaimingto bethe first. Manystarted with pre-ISDN pilot schemes based on 64k bit/s circuit-switched services. France, however, was thefirst country to introduce a commercial service(at the end of 1987), followed closely by theUnited States and Japan. Other countries,including Australia, Germany, the UnitedKingdom,Spain, Belgium, Sweden, and Italy arenot far behind. Figure 4.3 gives our bestestimate of the availability of a commercialISDN service in most of the countries where
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there are Foundation members.(Note, however,that ISDNserviceswill initially be available onlyin selected geographic areas. Nationwide end-to-end ISDN coverage will not be achieved forseveral years.)
Efforts are now being made to introduceinternational ISDN services between countriesthat are sufficiently advancedin their nationalprogrammes. This opens up the possibility ofreplacing existing international digital leasedlines with alternative ISDN switched services,which is likely to reduce the cost of inter-national digital communications. The cost ofleasing an international digital circuit isextremely high, and political pressure is nowgrowingforthe tariffs for international switchedservices to be reduced to reflect the cost ofproviding the services. The PTTs will also wishto exploit the international ISDN infrastructurefor managed and value-added network services.
 Figure 4.3 By 1991, most advanced countries will haveimplementedinitial commercial ISDNservices
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The initial focus on basic access
will limit the take-up of ISDN

The PTTs☂ ownprojections of ISDN growth over
the next five years indicate that only a small
proportion of all business lines, and thus a
minute fraction of all connections, will actually
be using the service by 1995. France Telecom
estimates that it will have 150,000 basic-access
connections by 1992 and some 500,000 by the
middle of the decade. In the United Kingdom,
British Telecom hopes to have 90,000 ISDN
connections by 1992, while in Australia, some
112,000 are expected by 1995. It is not always
clear whether these estimates refer to con-
nections available or to connections taken up
by users, but it does not change the fact that
they will represent only a small percentage of
each country☂s business lines. Thus, ISDN will
not, for the foreseeable future, be the standard
method of access for business telecommuni-
cations users.
One of the reasonsfor the projected slow take-
up by the business community is that the PTTs☂
initial marketing efforts are focused on per-
suading smaller organisations to adopt ISDN
basic access. This marketing strategy was driven
mainly by technical factors ♥ the earlier com-
pletion of basic-access standards, and the
suitability of the basic-access configuration to
the telecommunications needs of smallersites.
We have already described some successful
applications that have resulted from this
strategy ♥ notably, where there is a strong
commoninterest among the users(as in a closed
user group) and where image transmissionis a
significant requirement. On the whole, how-
ever, the PTTs seem to have underestimated the
magnitude of the problems of selling and
implementing a new idea to relatively un-
sophisticated and widely dispersed business users.

Some PTTs now recognise the need
to promote primary access

Webelieve that a marketing strategy aimed at
persuadinglarge organisationsto install primary-
access ISDN connections would lead to a faster
take-up of ISDN. Marketing (and installation)
would be more concentrated and would be aimed
at sophisticated, knowledgeable users. Primary-
access connections could be positioned as a simple
replacement for existing analogue (or digital)
PABX trunks. The unbundling of supplementary
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services would allow existing or lowertariffs to
apply, and every new PABX purchasedby a large
organisation would be a natural, if not an
automatic, candidate for ISDN connection. This
strategy would, we believe, lead to the rapid
emergenceof a sophisticated user base. It would
then be possible to build an increasing repertoire
of applications on this base, taking full advantage
of the bandwidth and additional functionality
available with ISDN.
The lack of maturity of the signalling standards
associated with primary access is one of the
reasons that has dissuaded most PTTs from
pursuing such a marketing strategy. One of several
exceptions is Telecom Australia, which has
introduced its Macrolink primary-access service
before launching its basic-access service,
Microlink. To do this, Telecom Australia had to
anticipate international standards for ISDN
signalling (its version is called TeLinc), and the
problem of migration to such standardswill have
to be addressed at some time. Other countriesthat
started by providing only basic-access connections
are now being forced to provide primary-access
connections as well, again with proprietary
signalling standards. Notable among these is
British Telecom, which has integratedits existing
digital accesssignalling system, version 2 (DASS-2)
standard with its initial version of ISDN primary
access.
Even though the growth in ISDN subscribers and
usage in the next few yearswill be relatively slow,
its long-term success is almost certain because it
will be adopted by the world☂s PTTs as the
standard means of access to public digital tele-
communications facilities. ISDN is of strategic
importance to the PTTs becauseit is the means by
whichthe last element of the telecommunications
infrastructure (the local loop) will be digitised. It
can also be used to deliver advanced added-value
digital services to subscribers, thereby generating
additional revenue for the PTTs. Thereislittle
doubt that ISDN will gradually become the
standard method of access for business and
residential subscribers alike.

User concerns and standards and
technical difficulties need to be
addressed
Before ISDN can be widely adopted, user
organisations must be convinced that the
apparently higher tariffs can bejustified by the
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benefits available from ISDN. There are alsotechnical difficulties and difficulties relating tostandards. Until these are resolved, the
widespread adoption of ISDN will be slowed
down.

User organisations are doubtful that ISDNwill provide significant benefits
Our research showed that many user organi-sationsbelieve that the benefits of using ISDNcannot be justified by the additional costsinvolved. ISDN costs arise in two areas: equip-ment(and associated software) costs, and usagetariffs. Equipment designed to connect directlyto ISDN channels is expensive ♥ ISDN tele-phonescurrently cost between $500 and $800,compared with around $20 for a conventionaltelephone; Group 4 facsimile machines cost$15,000 compared with a Group 3 price of lessthan $800; PC adaptor cards cost about $1,500,a substantial proportion of the price of the PCitself. ISDN usage tariffs are generally beingset above those for conventional analoguetelephony,especially for data transmission. Thehigherdata rates available with ISDN, however,will in manycasesresult in lower transmissioncosts.

Figure 4.4 gives an example of the costsinvolved in France in using basic-access ISDNfor transferring documents between twoMacintosh/Appletalk local area networks. Thecosts fall into three categories:
♥ Once-off installation costs, which coverbasic-access connection charges for each endof the link, terminal adaptors, cables, andsoftware.
♥ Amonthly subscription chargeto the basic-access service. Each end of the link has topay this charge. Even thoughISDNtariffs inFrance are among the lowest yet announced,the monthly subscription is substantiallyhigher than the analogue equivalent.
♥ Usage charges. Thetariff is specified in termsof a charge per unit; for data transmission,the tariff is about 1.8 times higher thanforvoice. As with conventional telephony, thenumber of units is determined by theduration of the connection and the distancebetween the two endsofthe link.

Thefigure showsthat, despite the highertarifffor ISDN,the cost of transmitting a largefile issignificantly lower than it would be with theexisting analogue PSTN becauseof the higherdata transmission rate. This exampleillustratesthat using ISDN canprovide benefits. However,the case for using ISDN involves making a trade-off between the lower data transmissioncharges, andthe additional costs for equipmentand* software and the higher subscriptioncharges.

Standardsare lagging behindimplementation
Standardisationis essential for the widespreadacceptance of ISDN. Without internationalagreementon standardsfor digitising the localloop, there is a danger that each PTT wouldchoosea different technical solution (designed,in part, to support the interests of nationalsuppliers of telecommunications equipment).Without international standards, end-to-enddigital working from a subscriber☂s terminal inone country to a terminal in a different countrywould be verydifficult.
Although PTTs are Cooperating in an attemptto avoid national differences, there are stillmany problemsto beresolved, particularly withregard to signalling. France, Germany, and theUnited Kingdom, for example, are eachadvocating different approaches. From theusers☂ standpoint, this means that internationalISDNserviceswill be restricted initially to littlemore than voice communicationsandbasic filetransfer, because gateway translation of thedifferent national ISDN variants would berequired.
Uncertainties about standards are reflected inmanufacturers☂ product developments. PABXsuppliers are not waiting for the ISDN signallingprotocols to be finalised, but are developingproducts that use proprietary or national proto-cols. Alcatel and Siemens havejointly specifieda signalling protocol called ISDN PABXnetworking specification (IPNS), and Britishsuppliers are conformingto thedigital privatenetworksignalling system (DPN:SS) and DASS-2standards.
At present, equipment manufacturers canchoose whetherto conform with ISDN standardsor to adopt an independentline. It is unlikely,
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Figure 4.4 In France, once-off and subscription costs for ISDN are higher than for the PSTN, but usage charges can

be considerably lower

Assume that there is a requirementto transmit information at peak-rate times between two Macintosh Appletalk LANs.
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however, that any one PABX supplier is suf-
ficiently dominant to maintain an independent
line. As we emphasised earlier, the PTTs will
ensure that ISDN becomesthe access methodfor
digital communications, andit is inevitable that
equipment manufacturers will eventually have
to conform with ISDN standards.

There are incompatibilities with private
data networks and cabling schemes
ISDN cannoteasily be integrated with existing
private data network architectures. The diffi-
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culty stems from the fact that the basic unit of
bandwidth chosen for ISDN is 64k bit/s. While
there were goodhistorical reasons for choosing
64k bit/s, advances in data-compression tech-
niques mean that considerably less bandwidth
is now required for high-quality digital voice
transmission. There has been some recognition
of this in the CCITT, which has considered
including 32k bit/s voice transmission in the
ISDN standards. Corporate users, however,
will be looking for even more efficient use
of bandwidth for voice communications,
especially for international circuits. For mobile
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communications systems, for example, 4.8k bit/s
voice transmissionis a real possibility by 1993.
While 64k bit/s is too high for voice,it is oftentoo low for data communications. Corporatenetworks are increasingly based on_ inter-connectedlocal area networks (LANs). The hightransmission rates of LANs ♥ typically rangingfrom 4M to 16M bit/s (and with the prospectof100M bit/s when optical-fibre technology isintroduced) ♥ are in sharp contrast to the lowerrates of narrowband ISDN. There are alsofundamentaldifferencesin the natures of ISDNand LANtraffic. Because of its telephonyorigins, the design principles for ISDN assumecontinuous, non-bursty,circuit-switchedtraffic.LANtraffic is bursty and frames of data aregenerally routed in a ☁connectionless☂ modefrom source to destination.
A partial solution to this problem will resultfrom the development of frame-relay services.Frame relay is one of several fast packet-switching techniques aimed at overcoming someof the deficiencies of existing X.25 packetswitching, and at achieving more efficient useof bandwidth (and hence, lower transmissioncosts) for bursty data traffic.. X.25 packetswitchingis limited to about 64k bit/s becauseof the ☁overhead☂ needed to protect dataasitis transmitted over error-prone analoguelinks.By removing muchof the overhead,frame relaywill enable data to be transmitted at up to2M bit/s or more.
ISDN frame-relay services will eventuallysupersede X.25 packet switching and will beable to satisfy some LAN-interconnectionrequirements. The frame-relay technique will,however,first be implemented in non-standardproprietary products that combineit with data-compression techniques, so that voice and datatransmissions can be integrated in the samepoint-to-point private circuit. We say moreabout fast packet switchingin the next chapter.
Thereis also uncertainty about whether buildingwiring will be suitable for ISDN services. ThePTTs will not guarantee that existing buildingwiring is suitable for ISDN services, and willdemand that a different cable connector beused. User organisations, on the other hand,willbe discouraged from using ISDN if they firsthave to modify their existing cabling schemes.In reality, many existing building-wiring
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schemesarelikely to be perfectly adequate forISDN services. In particular, any of thestructured wiring schemes conforming to theISO/CENELEC standards, which are derivedfrom US EIA(Electrical Industries Association)standards, are likely to be adequate for ISDNservices. Examples include the IBM CablingSystem, AT&T☂s PDS, and Bull☂s BCS.

Foundation members should beginto take account of ISDN
Despitetheinitial slow take-up of ISDN, and thedifficulties that still need to be resolved, webelieve that Foundation members should nowbegin to take account of ISDN in their com-munications planning. The aim should be toensure that, whenthetimeis right, it will beas easy as possible to integrate ISDN into thecorporate communications infrastructure. Inthose countries where ISDN is sufficientlyadvanced, members should now be consideringpotential ISDN applications and testing themwith suitable pilot projects. Before embarkingon an ISDN project, they should also determineif any financial assistance may beavailable,inthe form of subsidies or assistance withdevelopmenteffort. Participation in ISDN userforums and groups should also be considered.
Take steps to integrate ISDN withcorporate networks
There are some immediate steps that can betaken to prepare the ground for the eventualintegration of ISDN with existing corporatenetworks. ISDN could be used to providedialledback-upfacilities for leased digital circuits. Thiscould be implemented with minimal planning,and would provide early experience of usingISDN. Primary-access channels could be pro-vided to all digital PABXs that have theappropriate ISDN software interfaces. In almostevery case, ISDN primary access to large digitalPABXswill be less expensive than any otheralternatives. It would also be prudent to ensurethat equipment and software procured forcorporate voice and data networks conform asfar as possible with ISDN standards.
Applications developerswill also have to learnhow to make the best use of ISDN facilities.Manyexisting communications applications, andmost Communications software and hardware,
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are designed with low-speed and error-prone
analogue communications links in mind. The
continued use of these design principles in a
comparatively error-free ISDN environment will
lead to inefficiencies, because unnecessary
☁overhead☂ information will be transmitted and
the available bandwidth will be underused.
Although communications software optimised
for use with ISDN is now becomingavailable,
a good deal of in-house expertise will be
required to implement applications. It will
therefore be necessary to ensure that
developmentstaff receive the proper training
required to take full advantage of ISDN.

Consider potential ISDN applications

Earlier in this chapter, we identified several
new application areas made possible by ISDN.
These included niche applications involving
image transmission, and customer-service and
telemarketing applications. Organisations should
consider whether there are areas of their
business that could benefit from using ISDN in
similar ways. Those organisations that have a
large numberof widely dispersed small branches
should investigate the potential of ISDN to
provide both a technical and an operational
solution to their telecommunications require-
ments. Those considering the introduction of
home working might select a few technically
minded staff who could be used as a test bed
for residential ISDN services.
In view of the various uncertainties and diffi-
culties referred to earlier, carrying out a pilot
project before committing to large-scale use of
ISDNis a wise, if not essential, precaution. It
is important that the pilot be structured so that
its results can support a solid business case for
deciding whether to adopt ISDN. The pilot must
therefore be designed to comparethe costs of
using ISDN with the cost of existing tele-
communications services, or to demonstrate the
benefits of a new application that could not be
implemented with existing services.

Take advantage of financial incentives
and user groups
The PTTs recognise that they have an enormous
task in persuading business users to switch to
ISDN. Someof the more progressive PTTs have
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recognised the importance of applications in
developing an early market for ISDN, and are
participating in defining and promoting them.
France Telecom pioneered the ☁partnership☂
agreement, in which it contributes to the
funding of approved applications that are
developed jointly by the user and the software
developer. To be considered for such funding,
which can exceed 50 per cent of the costs,
applications must meet three criteria. They must
be innovative, have wide potential use, and be
cost-effective.
Other PTTs are beginning to copy the French
initiative, notably DBP Telekom in Germany.In
addition, the European Commissionis studying
ways of promoting the use of ISDN, including
providing subsidies for pioneering users.
Foundation members would therefore be well
advised to exploreall possible means of external
financial support before embarking on the
development of ISDN applications.
In some countries ♥ Australia and the United
States, for example ♥ ISDN user groups have
been established as forums for exchanging
knowledge about, and experienceof, developing
ISDN applications. As the pace of ISDN
implementation quickens, user groups will no
doubt be formed in other countries. Partici-
pation in such forums not only helps with
decisions on implementation, but it also provides
user organisations with a mechanism for
influencing the way in which ISDNservices are
provided.
The original vision of ISDN was that it would
provide a single unified network, which (being
the integrated vehicle for all services) would
subsumeall other networks. This vision hadits
origins at a time when telecommunications was
essentially a monopoly business, and before
alternative data communications services had
become firmly established. Today, ISDN is
increasingly perceived as just one of several
options for providing telecommunications
services, and as a meansof providing access to
these options, rather than as an integral end-
to-end service vehicle in itself. In particular,
ISDNis threatened by technologies and services
that bypass the traditional local loop, notably
mobile communications and satellite services.
Wedeal with these services in other chapters
of this report.
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Narrowband ISDNwill provide public switchedservices operating at up to about 2M bit/s.Metropolitan area networks (MANs) will providepublic switchedservices for the transmission ofdata, voice, and video at rates ranging from2M bit/s to 140M bit/s and beyond. MANswillbe based on optical-fibre networks, eachdesigned to cover an area equivalent to that ofa majorcity. In each country,there will be justa few cities with MANfacilities. The economicand social consequences could be profoundbecause businesses will be attracted to theseareas by the high-bandwidth public telecom-munications infrastructure. In time, however,MANs will be interconnected by widebanddigital links to provide nationwide andinter-national coverage, and will evolve to form partof a broadband ISDNinfrastructure. Figure 5.1illustrates the MAN concept.
In this chapter, we explain how the growingbusiness demand for wideband wide-area com.munications ♥ in particular, the need tointerlink local area networks ♥ is leading thePTTs to define and install MAN services. Wedescribe the fast packet-switching technologythat has been adopted by the Institute ofElectrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) asthe standard for MANs,and review the progressthat is being made in installing MANs thatconform with this standard. The chapter con-cludes with a brief look at the most likelyevolutionary path from MANs to broadbandISDN.

MANswill be used to satisfy thegrowing demand for wideband
communications
The business demand for wideband wide-areacommunications, particularly to interlink LANs,is growing,andthis has led to the developmentof products and public services that can be used
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for this purpose. All of these solutions havedrawbacks, however, andwill be superseded byMANSs.
The demand for wideband servicesis growing
Much of the growing business demand forwideband wide-area communications facilitiesderives from the need to provide remote usersof computer systems with the same per-formanceas local users. At present, informationcan be transmitted within a site, via a local areanetwork, at much higher rates than it can betransmitted betweensites using existing publictelecommunicationsfacilities. MANs will pro-vide the facility, for example, to transfermegabytes of data betweensites in less than asecond, and will enable remote users to accessLANapplications with noloss of performance.
Once MANs have been installed, wide-areatelecommunications networks will, for thefirsttime, operate at the same speeds and with thesame performance as mainframe computerenvironments. The prospect of the availabilityof abundant, and(if sensible tariff policies areadopted) inexpensive, bandwidth will funda-mentally affect the way people and machinescommunicate and the way business istransacted.
Muchof the communicationstraffic for MANswill be generated by image-processing appli-cations. According to Telecom Australia, oneAustralian bank has calculated that using imagesfor cheque processing could replace about50 per centofits manual handling. This would,howeverrequire high-speed communications fortransmitting cheque images prior to electronicarchiving. An average of 300,000 cheques pernight are processed manually by the large banksin Australia. Electronic processing of chequeimagesis a specialised application of electronicdocument management, the subject of
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Figure 5.1 MANswill provide widebandlinks between businesslocations,particularly for interconnecting LANs
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Report 70. The growth in EDM applications
described in that report will generate an
increased demand for wide-area, broadband
communications.
The use of high-resolution image databases in
medicine and engineeringis already widespread,
but because of the high transmission rates
required, users normally have to be at the same
site as the database. In France, for example, the
national electricity utility has two Cray super-
computers supporting its research activities.
They are connected to high-performance work-
stations via a high-speed local network
operating at 800M bit/s. Researchers can use
these facilities to carry out complex simulations
in areas such as flow analysis or metal fatigue.
Currently, they have either to be permanently
located at the computer centre, or to make
frequent visits there. Use of a MAN would
enable more of the researchers to be located
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away from the computer centre and would
reduce travel costs. It would also enable the
resources of the very expensive supercomputers
to be available to a larger numberof users than
is possible at present.
In manufacturing companies, the development,
engineering, and production sites are often
distributed and far apart, usually for historical
or political reasons. Such organisations have a
need for broadband communications between
their various sites. STC Telecommunications in
the United Kingdom is a case in point. Its
proposed solution, using MAN services, is
described overleaf in Figure 5.2.
MANswill also be usedto link an organisation☂s
computer centres. As businesses become
increasingly dependent on their computer
systems, the need for additional security, back-
up, and (in somecases) hot stand-by, will also
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 Figure 5.2 STC Telecommunications believes that it can support the collaborative nature of engineering developmentsusing MANs

STC Telecommunications, part of the 36,000-strong STCGroup,is one of the United Kingdom's largest independentelectronics companies andoneof the world's leadingsuppliers of transmission systems.It employs some 20,000people at various locationsin the United Kingdom
The engineering computing environmentin an electronicscompanylike STC typically comprises graphics work-Stations connectedvia a local area network to a CASE/CAD/CAMservercontaining a common databaseofinformation for all users. Such systems generally operatewithin a single site. Most electronics companies, however,operate from manysites, and the engineering functionusually involves collaboration betweenstaff at severallocations. Such collaborative activities areinefficient anddifficult to manage becauseofthetravel costs involved,extended review and approval cycles, off-site workingCosts, the ☁not-invented-here☂ syndrome, and poor com-munications. Within one part of STC Telecommunications,

it has been estimated that overcoming thesedifficulties
would improve efficiency by 20 per cent.
There are two or three major collaborative engineeringprojects a year, and the numberof suchprojects is boundto increase as collaboration with European partnersbecomes more common. The most obvious solution was toproposéthatall engineering work be centralised at onesite, but with staff relocation costsof £6,000 ($10,500) ahead and an expectedstaff attrition rateof 25 percent,such a proposal would bedifficult to justify.
STC Telecommunications☂ conclusion was thata newapproach was needed to supportthecollaborative natureof engineering projects.It believes that this can beachieved by extending the electronic-engineeringenvironment with MANs,asillustrated in the diagrambelow.The overall bandwidth requirements were such thatnarrowband ISDN would not have been appropriate.
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increase, particularly as realtime distributedapplications and databases are implemented.Using MANs,organisations such as banks andmail order companies will be able to back uptheir transactions almost in realtime. Massprinting and telemarketing operations could bedecentralised and located in low-cost areas.
For most Foundation members, however, themain significance of MANsis that they willgreatly simplify the creation of wide-areanetworks based on the interconnection of
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dispersed local area networks. As we explainbelow, current methods for linking local areanetworks are inadequate, and MANs willprovide a viable alternative.
Existing LAN-interconnection productsand services have drawbacks
A variety of products (including gateways,bridges, routers, and ☁brouters☂) now exist forinterconnecting LANsvia existing telecommuni-cations services. Although these provide
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working technical solutions, they do not fully
satisfy the need for wideband communications.
There are two main problems:
♥ The data transmission rates available with

existing public services are two or three
orders of magnitude lower than those of
LANs.

♥ The nature of LAN communicationstraffic
is very different from that for which current
public network facilities are optimised.

These difficulties are compounded as the
number of interconnected LANs and sites
increases. The number of possible inter-
connections increases geometrically with the
number of LANs, and the minimum network
configuration required to provide adequate
resilience andreliability becomes more complex
and expensive. Network-managementissues ♥
global naming and addressing, providing access
to the network for new devices, defining
network problems, and so on ♥ also become
extremely complex.
The PTTs have respondedto these drawbacks
by developing and introducing their own non-
switched wideband public services. Such
services usually come in one of two forms:
♥ Bandwidth-only services that provide high-

speed ☁pipes☂ between the LAN locations.
The so-called ☁dark fibre☂ (where the user
organisation provides the optical trans-
mission facilities) falls into this category.

♥ Those involving the provision of bridges
and/or routers, as well as bandwidth, by the
service supplier.

An example of such a service is British
Telecom☂s Flexible Access Service (FAS), which
is available in the financial district of London.
This is an optical-fibre system that provides
multiple users with wideband accessto the local
telephone exchange. France Telecom has a
similar pilot service for six large organisations
in La Défense, the new businessdistrict in Paris.
Telecom Eireann is implementing a similar
system (DASSNET)in Dublin, and Telefénica is
considering a pilot system in Madrid.

Darkfibre and FASare essentially items of PTT
infrastructure and are thus service vehicles
rather than services themselves. However,
several European PTTs now offer LAN-bridging
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services that interconnect two LANs on behalf
of the user organisation. One example is France
Telecom☂s Transrel 802 service for inter-
connecting Ethernets, which operates at
10M bit/s over a maximum distance of about
5 km,andat lowerrates over longer distances.
The Danish and Swiss PTTsare also providing
LAN-bridging services. We expect that others
will follow, adding routers and brouters as well
as bridges.
We question whether the PTTs have the
expertise to implement and maintain data-
transmission services such as these. The PTTs
do not have a good record of providing complex
data network services, and large multi-node
LAN-bridging networks can be extremely
demanding to design and manage. Another
concern expressed by users is the high cost
of using such services. For example, the
Transrel 802 tariffs published so far are very
vague, and it appears that every case will be
individually priced. It is inevitable, therefore,
that the current non-switched services will soon
be superseded by a network-oriented approach
to the provision of public broadband services ♥
otherwise known as MANS.

The IEEE MANstandard is based
on fast packet-switching
technology
The IEEE 802.6 Committee has adopted DQDB
(distributed queue dual bus) technology as the
standard for MANs. DQDBis based onthecell-
relay form of fast packet switching, where data
is divided into small fixed-length packets, or
cells. (The other form of fast packet switching
is frame relay, where the packetsare of variable
length, muchlike those on a LAN;framerelay
is already being implemented in proprietary
products for use in private networks.) The two
formsof fast packet switching are described in
Figure 5.3, overleaf.

DQDB technology was developed in the
mid-1980s by a team from the University of
Western Australia. With the backing of Telecom
Australia, the technology has been com-
mercialised through a company known by the
name of the technology☂sfirst acronym, QPSX
(queued packet switch exchange). A MANusing
the 802.6 DQDBstandard will operate at up to
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Figure 5.3 There are two formsof fast packet

switching

Cell relay
The cell-relay form of fast packet switching splits the
communicationstraffic into small packets (or cells) of
fixed length as a means of minimising their throughput
delays. The simple structure and small size of the cellsenables them to be switched at very high speeds ♥hundreds of thousands of packets per second. Thereare two types of cell relay, DQDB (distributed queuedual bus) and ATM (asynchronoustransfer mode). ATMis the technique currently favoured by the CCITT for thefuture broadband ISDN.The standardsfor the two arebeing aligned, andit seemslikely that broadband ISDNwill evolve through the interconnection of MAN ☁islands☂using the DQDBtechnique.

    
    
     
     

 

Frame relayThe frame-relay variety
(sometimes termed ☁turbo X.2!worksin asimilar way toa LAN élength framesfrom sourceto destin tion.based on frame-relaytechnology are beingby the CCITT for usewith narrowband ISDwill initiallybe used in private networks foripoint transmission ofvoice, data, imagestandard formats.It could constitute an efficiefor accessingpublic MANS.
Several suppliers are developing frame-relayincluding AT&T, Digital, GPT (GEC Plessey isTelecommunications), Vitalink (aCalifornian networkProducts company), and Northern Telecom, andweunderstand that IBM is aboutto ☁announce a newproduct. Thefirst producton the market is [2Xhowever, from Stratacom (a Californian start-up ]company). (Telenet's fast packet switches are basedonStratacom☂s technology.)
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155M. bit/s and provide transparent inter-connections between LANs. The key to DQDBis the useofshort, fixed-length packets that canbe processed at speeds that are appropriate foroptical fibres. It is a connectionless service inthat no pre-established logical connectionbetween source and destinationis required forthe successful delivery of data from one to theother. Bellcore (Bell Communications Research)has already developed a RISC-based chip thatcan process DQDBpacketsat aroundonegigabitper second. This contrasts with the currentmaximumof about 64k bit/s for an X.25 linecard. The principles of DQDBare described inmore detail in Figure 5.4.
The electrical configuration of a DQDB MANshown in the figure can be implemented inseveral physical layouts, one of which is shownin Figure 5.5, on page 42. The configuration isdivided into customer-premises equipment (orclusters) and local-exchange clusters. The
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illustration showsa typical US implementationwhere point-to-point configurations suit theregulatory environment. Elsewhere, the dualbuses are likely to originate and terminate inthe PTT exchange. Access to a MAN can, inprinciple, be at any of the recognised digitaltransmission rates from 1.5M to 45M bit/s, andeven 155M bit/s. (The maximum internal MANtransmission rate has now been upgraded to155M bit/s as part of its alignment withbroadband ISDN.) Access is via LAN-MANbridges, which may be procured by the userorganisation or by the service provider,depending on the regulatory regime of thecountry in question.
Before the IEEE 802.6 Committee standardisedon DQDBfor MANs,the FDDI(fibre distributeddata interface) standard, or its planned suc-cessor, FDDI-II, was mooted as a possiblecandidate. FDDIis the dejure US standard andthe worldwide defacto standard for optical-fibreLANs. Webelieve that the IEEE decision tostandardise on DQDB will mean that FDDInetworks will, in the main, be confined to acampusor a building, and may evenlead to theabandonment of FDDI-II. Like DQDB, FDDI-IIcan accommodatecircuit-switched services thatneed guaranteed bandwidth. However, shareduse of an FDDI ring wasnotreally envisaged inits design, and unlike DQDB,the lack of securityfeatures makesit unsuitable for use ina publicservice.
FDDIproducts are now becoming available andnetworksare starting to be implemented. Costsarestill high ♥ about $11,000 per connection ♥but we expect these to halve by 1993 as thevolume increases. FDDIwill appeal to organi-sations that wish to interconnect Token-Ringand Ethernet LANsor that need to link high-performance workstations to servers. Thetraffic generated by private networks such asthese will be one of the prime sources of thetraffic for public DQDB MANs.
Webelieve that most FDDI networks will bedesigned, implemented, and operated by a userorganisation☂s ownstaff, sometimes helped byoutsiders. A few organisations, however,willprefer the approach taken by British Airways(and described in Figure 5.6, on page 42). BritishAirways(in conjunction with British Telecom)has, in effect, constructed a private MAN atLondon☂s Heathrow Airport, using FDDItechnology.
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Unlike some LANs, DQDB(distributed queue dual bus) tech-
nology has a bus topology, actually made upof twoparallel
buses. Nodesare not serially connected,as in the caseof
ring topologies, but are merely ☁suspended☂ betweenthe two
buses.This is important because it means that nodes do not
interfere with the flow of packets along the bus,allowing both
faster transmission and minimal impact from nodefailures.
The key to DQDBtechnology is that each node can
communicate with every other node by writing information on
one bus and readingit on the other.
Accessing the busesin this way combines the speedof
random access methods(for example, Ethernet) with the
loading of controlled-access protocols (for example, Token
Ring), but without the attendant delays. This is achieved by
keeping each node aware ofthe overall load on the buses ♥
in particular, of the place it occupiesin the overall queue
whenit has a packet to transmit. The frame generators
generate 53-byte cells (a 5-byte header and 48 bytes for
data), which may befull of data or free. The header contains
a ☁busy☂bit that indicates whetherthe cell is free, and a
☁request☂bit that indicates that a node has a packet ready to
transmit.
Suppose Node 2 wishes to send a packetto Noden.It will
clearly choose Bus ☁A☂ to do so, butit will first send a request

Figure 5.4 The DQDB metropolitan area network is based ontheuseof short, fixed-length packets that can be
processed at speedsappropriatefor opticalfibres

on Bus☁B☂. If Node 2 were sending to Node 1, it would
choose Bus☁B☂, but wouldfirst send the request on Bus ☁A☂.
Each node counts the numberof requests made and the
numberof busy cells that pass serving those requests.In our
example, Node 2 would allow free cells to pass until all
requests aheadofit in the overall queue are satisfied,
whereuponit would seize the nextfree cell. Packets are
therefore sent in the orderin whichthey join the overall
queue.
This arrangementis akin to a passengerwaiting for a train at
onestation while others are waiting at otherstations. In an
ideal society, each passenger would wait to board train
until all other passengers who havearrived atotherstations
before him had already boarded. He would dothis by
checking markers placed ontrains coming in the opposite
direction.
However,time-dependent isochronoustraffic (such as voice)
cannotwait aroundfor the next free cell, and so someslots
are specially reservedforthis type oftraffic.It is claimed that
this method guarantees the minimum accessdelayforall
levels of traffic load on the bus up to 100 per cent, and that
performanceis independentof the bit-rate or physical extent
of the network.
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Switched MAN services will be
introduced in 1991
The PTTs have recognised for some time that
there will be a demand for public, wideband
communications services. Indeed, in the early
1980s, there were some enthusiastic,if rather
misguided, experiments of providing wideband
services to homes, which involved laying many
kilometres of optical fibre. In France, the
Biarritz experiment (which began in 1984)
illustrated the potential for combining the
delivery of cable television services and
advanced telecommunications services, but was
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widely acknowledgedas being somewhat ahead
of its time. (The perceived need to combine TV
distribution with advanced communications
formsthe basis for much of the current thinking
about the requirements for broadband ISDN.)
A similar experiment wascarried out in Canada
when the provincial telephone company in
Manitoba installed an optical-fibre network in
two smallvillages (Elie and St Eustache)to test
its suitability for rural telecommunications and
TV distribution.
In some countries, pilot services for wideband
business communications have existed for
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Oneoptionisillustrated in the diagram.

 

Figure 5.5 Theelectrical configuration of aDQDB MANcanbe implementedin several physical layouts
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Figure 5.6 British Airways has used FDDI technologyto implement a MAN at Heathrow Airport

In 1988, British Airways recognised thatit had to find anefficient means of interconnecting the LANsinstalled inseveraldifferent buildings at Heathrow with each otherand with the corporate mainframe computers. Anysolution also had to take accountof British Airways☂ ITarchitecture, BAX, which includes cooperative pro-cessing, client/server, and peer-to-peer communications.There was also a requirement to share data betweenPCs and mainframes, implying a major need forbandwidth. Transmission of images was seen as anothergrowth area. However, no voice or video requirementswere foreseen, at least to start with.
An FDDI backbone LAN was chosen asthe besttechnicalsolution, and British Telecom was selected asthe supplier of an FDDI service to British Airways. Infact, the project is a joint development betweenBritishAirways and British Telecom, to provide a LAN-bridgingservice for British Airways☂ local area networks in theHeathrow area. British Telecom will provide the(Fibronics) FDDI nodes in each building and link themwith 62.5 micron opticalfibre in ☁blownfibre☂ plastictubing. Implementation started in June 1990 and thering will be operational with 14 nodes by January 1991.
FDDI was chosen because there were productsavailable that met the requirements, such as support for16M bit/s Token Ring plus someniche Ethernet; therewas also supplier commitment. DQDB technology wasconsidered but rejected because there were too many☁futures☂, costs were much higher, and the ☁pipe☂approach with PC-based bridges could have causedbottlenecks.   
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several years. Germany has been very active inthis field, first with the Bigfon experiment, andlater with the Berkom projectin Berlin, whichhas been running since 1986to evaluate and testwidebandbusiness applications. Germanyis oneof the few countries whereit is possible to leasewidebandlinks (up to 140M bit/s) for occasionaluse at short notice. We have already mentionedthe FAS services being offered by BritishTelecom, France Telecom, and other EuropeanPTTs.
In the United States, the existing pre-DQDBMANservices have evolved from the Teleportoperations that providelocal access to satellitehubstations. There are now a dozen local-accesscarriers providing high-speed communicationsservices (up to 45M bit/s)via optical-fibre linksin 20 cities. The fierce competition that theyprovideto the regionalBell operating companieshas had a dramatic effect on tariffs. In acompetitive environment such as the UnitedStates, MANsprovide a means of bypassing theexisting public telecommunications facilities.
Many PTTs have now announced their intentionto carry out trials of DQDB MANSsin 1990 and1991. Not surprisingly, the first country toimplement a DQDB MANservice will probably
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be Australia, where the concept was invented.
A technical pilot is already underway within
Telecom Australia, connecting some 20 LANs.
The plan is for Telecom Australia to launch a
commercial pilot of its Fastpac service with six
major customers during the first half of 1991.
If all goes well, a nationwide service, covering
the capital cities in each mainlandstate, will be
publicly launchedin the third quarter of 1991.
In each of these cities, Telecom Australia has
already installed an optical-fibre network that
passes within 50 metres of every major building.
Common-accessoptical-fibre loops operating at
34M bit/s will be connected to the network.
Several interfaces are being provided,including
those for Ethernet and Token-Ring LANs, and
arange of services operating at 2M bit/s will be
offered, such as ISDN primary-rate interfaces
and ☁H☂ wideband channels. Target customers
for Fastpac are the top 500 telecommunications
users in Australia, including banks, transport
companies, social services agencies, taxation
authorities, and the Department of Defence.
Telecom Australia is hoping to sign up 30 to 50
customers during the first year of operation,
reflecting, it believes, the pent-up demandfor
switched broadbandpublic services. As a major
investor in QPSX, Telecom Australia has
exclusive marketing rights in Australia for the
DQDBtechnology.
Rapid progressis also being made in Europe and
North America in establishing DQDB MANtrials.
QPSX has entered into licensing arrangements
with Alcatel in France and with Siemens in
Germany for the manufacture and marketing of
DQDB equipment. DBP Telekom plans to
establish trial MANsin Stuttgart and Munich in
mid-1991; both Siemens and Alcatel will be
supplying equipment for these trials. Many
other European PTTs are considering MAN
projects, including those in the Netherlands,
Finland,Italy, and Spain. Telekom Finland plans
to provide MAN services in three cities ♥
Helsinki, Lappeenranta, and Tampere ♥ with
trials scheduled to begin at the end of 1990, and
operational service in place early the following
year. Telef6nica plans to have a MANin place
for the Barcelona Olympic Games in 1992.
France Telecom has not yet committeditself to
using DQDBtechnology, preferring to try out
several alternative broadband schemes at
different locations. Pilot networks are being
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usedto link research organisations at the high-
tech industrial park in Sophia-Antipolis, and to
link variousscientific and aerospace industries
located in Toulouse. Other broadband networks
are being constructed, and France Telecom
expects to have between 15 and 20 in place by
1992.
In the United States, there are several projects
to install switched MANservices based on the
IEEE 802.6 standard. AT&T has specified its
Switched Multimegabit Data Service (SMDS),
but has broken off an intended joint venture
with QPSX, and now intendsto design and build
its own version of the equipment. So far, three
regional US carriers have announced SMDS
trials ♥ BellSouth, Pacific Bell, and Nynex. In
addition, Bell Atlantic is working with QPSX
to conduct a trial at Temple University in
Philadelphia during the last quarter of 1990.
(This will probably be thefirst US pilot project).
Temple University has 14 schools and colleges,
including engineering, medicine, and law
faculties, all of which have significant broad-
band communications requirements. While
some of the faculties are concentrated on the
main campus, manyare spread outoverthecity.
One aim of thetrial is to determine the limits
of MAN performanceby using it for the most
data-intensive applications.

Take-up of MANservices is by no
means guaranteed
In deciding to install and promote MANs,the
PTTs face two particular difficulties:
♥ Narrowband ISDN is only now being

introduced, and (as we explained in
Chapter4), the PTTs have their work cut out
to persuade businesses to adopt ISDN. The
availability of MAN services will only confuse
the issue because the PTTs will, in effect,
have to tell someusers that they do notreally
need ISDN; instead, they need the new
revolutionary MANservices, which are much
more suited to their traffic patterns than
ISDN. This may, of course, be true, but it
does have rather important consequencesfor
the narrowband ISDNservice.

♥ Considerable investment will be needed.
Given the immaturity of the technology, the
PTTs will want to write off the capital costs
in as short a time as possible.
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These two factors suggest that the PTTs will
take a cautious approach whensettingtariffs
for MANservices. Our view is that the tariffs
set will not encourage a rapid take-up of MAN
services.
As with any new productor service, the costs
of providing MANscan be expected to fall as
market penetration increases. While the trend
towards wideband communicationsis clear, the
rate at which public widebandserviceswill be
adopted is very uncertain. Beforea critical mass
of users is reached, the PTTs will expect the cost
of providing MANservices to be met by a small
numberoflarge organisations. The implicationis that, for some time, MANsarelikely to exist
as ☁islands☂ of concentrated demand, withlimited interconnection betweentheislands.
This will not, however, meet the needs of multi-
site organisations, which are often scattered
around the countryin a similar mannerto that
described in Figure 5.2. The lack of universal
geographical coverage will be a serious obstacleto the widespread adoption of MANservices.
Another factor affecting the take-up of MANservices is the confusingset of options that arecurrently available for implementing networksbased on interconnected LANs(these optionswere mentionedearlier in the chapter). Not allwideband communications will necessarily besatisfied by MANservices. Sometraffic of acontinuous, non-bursty nature will be bettersuited to dedicated wideband capacity. Themost appropriate choice will be determined bythe tariff structures. The PTTswill need to takecareful account of the impact that tariffstructures will have on positioning the variouswidebandservices with respect to the potentialmarket.
In the longer term, webelieve that public MANswill play a significant role in corporate wide-area networks. Using MANsin this way can beseen as part of the overall trend in businesstowards delegating specialised tasks to third-party service providers. There will inevitably beless need for specialist in-house staff as these
services are implemented, and Foundationmembers will need to take this into account in
their long-term planning. Those members withsignificant wideband communications require-
ments, and whoare prepared to take the risk
of being a pioneer, should consider participating
in one of the MANtrials.
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The geographical coverage of MANs meansthatthey have been conceived as a public service.There is no reason, however, to prevent thesame technology being used for privatenetworks. On a large campus, for example, aMAN,rather than an FDDI network, could formthe backbone network. For wider coverage,itwould be necessaryto lease the so-called darkfibre from the PTT.It is likely to be easier todo this in the United States than elsewhere,because the regulatory constraints are minimal.In other countries, the monopoly (or in theUnited Kingdom, duopoly) PTTs are likely to bewary of the possibility that their existingservices might be bypassed by private MANs.They arealso in a position to discourage theirmajor equipment suppliers from selling MANsystems direct to user organisations.
Nevertheless, a large private MAN is beingconstructed at Cambridge University in theUnited Kingdom. The network, called Granta,will provide voice, data, image, and video trans-mission for staff and students at 79 universitysites scattered widely throughout the city.Cooperation with the local cable televisioncompanyhas enabled existing cable ducts to beused, and meansthat the MAN could be usedto provide commercial services in the future.All technical options are being kept open byusing different types of optical fibres and coppercoaxial cable. FDDI-basedserviceswill initiallybe established, followed later by switchedDQDB-based MANservices.

MANswill evolve to becomepartof broadband ISDN
The broadband ISDN concept represents theultimate degree of integration for telecom-municationsservices.Its objective is to transportand deliver all types of telecommunicationstraffic ♥ voice, data, image, and video ♥ withina single network. Broadband ISDN will evolvefrom today☂s MANs,butthe evolution will notbegin until the late 1990s.
Work is underway to facilitate such anevolution. The main aim of the EuropeanCommission☂s research programme intoadvanced communicationsin Europeis to createan integrated broadbandinfrastructure. Bodiessuch as the CCITT are developing technical

 



 

standards; the technology currently favoured
for broadband ISDN is ATM (asynchronous
transfer mode, which is similar to DQDB
technology ♥ both are formsofcell-relay fast
packet switching). Measures are being taken to
align the two standards as far as possible,
although one of the major outstanding
differences is that, unlike DQDB, ATM is a
connection-oriented service that requires the
establishment of a logical channel between
source and destination. The advantage of this
is that ATM can accommodate time-dependent
traffic, such as voice and videoconferencing.
Much work remainsto be done to iron out the
technical difficulties and to develop the systems
that will function and transport data at gigabit
rates. The mostlikely evolutionary pathis that
MANSswill gradually be extended to provide
national and international coverage, using
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conventional optical-fibre interconnections.
ATM backbone links would then be added to
create a true broadband ISDN.
The social and commercial issues surrounding
the development of broadband ISDN are,
however,likely to be more important than the
technical difficulties of achieving a smooth
migration from MANs.As weexplainedearlier,
the broadband ISDN concept was conceived in
the context of a residential service, which would
include the delivery of TV transmissions. Some
of the ☁homeof the future☂ scenarios developed
to support the concept werelittle better than
science fiction. Now that the provision of
telecommunications services is becoming
increasingly market-driven,it is more likely that
business needs, rather than perceived
residential demand,will be the dominant force
in the development of broadband ISDN.



Chapter 6
VSATsatellite services

Satellites have been playing an increasinglyimportantrole in the provision of public tele-communications services for nearly 30 years,but they have only recently become significantin the context of private networks. This changehas been made possible by developments intechnology that have resulted in less complexand more compactterrestrial equipment. Newsatellite services are characterised by the useof a small antenna dish installed at a user☂slocation, which can be used to receive ortransmit information via a satellite.
Satellite services fall into three categories:
♥ VSAT (very small aperture terminal)services.
♥ Satellite mobile services.
♥ Satellite television broadcasting.
In this chapter, we describe VSAT-basedtelecommunications. Satellite mobile serviceswere described in Chapter2 along with othernew mobile services, and satellite televisionbroadcastingis outside the scopeof this report.
Much of the early development of VSATservices has taken place in the United States,where the regulatory environment is morefavourable. In Europe, and elsewhere, the take-up of such services is being hindered by thecurrent regulatory restrictions. Nevertheless,we believe it is important that Foundationmembers are aware of VSATservices and thesignificant benefits they can provide. PTTs andgovernments will be underincreasing pressureto relax the current restrictions, becauseEuropean businesses will increasingly be at adisadvantageif they are not able to benefit fromthe flexibility and efficiency of VSAT services.Once the regulatory environmentin Europeismore favourable, the use of these services islikely to grow quickly.
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Webegin by describingthe characteristics of aVSATservice and the significant benefits thatit can provide compared with terrestrial com-munications services. Next, we describe thetypes of applications (both broadcast and two-way) that are suitable for VSAT communi-cations. We then provide information about thecosts of using VSAT networks, identifying thesizes of networks that are likely to be cost-justified. Although VSATservices and networksare most advanced in the United States, theyare becoming available in other parts of theworld. We review whatis on offer and becomingavailable, and describe the regulatory problemsthat are slowing down the take-up of VSATservices in Europe,indicating the progress thatis being made in overcoming the problems.Finally, we review the main technical de-velopments that will make VSATservices andnetworks a viable alternative for manycorporate communications requirements.

Characteristics of a VSAT service
A VSAT-based communications network is usedto carry video, audio, and data services towidely dispersed locations within a satellite☂scoverage area. The network can be divided intothree components:
♥ The VSATs, each of which consists of anantennadish ranging from under1 metre toabout 2 metres in diameter, depending onwherethe dish is located, and on what kindof service is being provided. The antenna(whichis sometimes called a microterminal)is positioned on the ground,ona roof, or onan external wall. A small indoor unitprovides the interface between the antennaand the user☂s equipment. Figure 6.1 is aphotograph of Contel ASC☂s K-100 VSAT.
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 Figure 6.1 A VSAT consists of a small antenna con-
nected by standard coaxial cable to a
small indoor digital receiver/controller

 
 (Source: Conte! ASC)   
♥ A ☁hub☂ earth station, which has a large

satellite dish that is used to transmit all
communications to VSATs from their point
of origin. Because of their cost and
complexity, VSAT hub stations are often
operated by PTTs or third-party service
providers and are shared by many users.
Typically, the connection between the hub
station and the user☂s host computeror other
central facility is made via terrestrial leased
lines.

♥ The satellite transponder capacity that is
assigned to the VSAT network or service.
Most domestic, regional, and international
satellites are equipped with transponders
that are suitable for VSAT services.

Figure 6.2 shows a typical VSAT network. There
are twobasic configurations: one-way broadcast
mode and full two-way operation. The trans-
mission capabilities of two-way VSAT networks
are asymmetrical, capacity to the terminal being
greater than that in the reverse direction.
Typically, VSAT terminals have the ability to
receive information at high transmission
rates ♥ equivalent to analogue television or
2M bit/s (and more) for data transmission. The
asymmetrical nature of VSAT networks and
their inherent broadcast capability make them
particularly suitable for applications that
require the same information to be distributed
to a large numberofsites. Nevertheless, two-
way point-to-point applications are also feasible,
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Figure 6.2 Atypical VSAT network consists of a hub,
VSATs,and a satellite transponder
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transponder
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and indeed, are regarded by many as a
prerequisite for the growth of VSATservices.

VSAT services and applications
provide significant benefits
Compared with terrestrial alternatives, VSAT
services, and the applications based on them,
can provide a wide range of benefits. Many of
the benefits derive from the fact that VSAT
networks remove the needto use conventional
PTT terrestrial links. This means that VSAT
networkscan beinstalled rapidly and changed
easily. They also provide immediate access to
full end-to-end digital working and are very
reliable. Users of VSAT networkscan also apply
end-to-end network-management controls.

Rapid installation

The main benefits of VSATservices derive from
the ease and rapidity with which a network can
be installed and changed. The small size and
portability of VSATs meansthat a terminal can
be installed and be operational at a new site in
less than a day; an equivalent terrestrial link can
often take monthsto establish, especially if it
crosses international borders.
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Wherethe regulations permit, a VSAT can beused to provide immediate service to a location,pendingtheinstallation of a leased line. Whenthesite in question is eventually connected viaa terrestrial link, the VSAT mayeasily be movedto anotherlocation, or kept in store ready to beused in the same wayagain. The portability ofVSATs also means that the network can bereconfigured quickly.

Instant access to full digital working
VSAT services can also be used to provideadvanceddigital services in locations where theterrestrial telecommunicationsinfrastructure isnot sufficiently developed to do so. In par-ticular, it is possible to construct an end-to-enddigital network without waiting for the gradualdigitisation of the terrestrial infrastructure. ThePTTs are, of course, amongthefirst to exploitthis feature. NTT in Japanis using VSATs toprovide ISDN connections to users located inareas not yet covered by the terrestrial ISDNinfrastructure. In private networks, VSATservices can provide a cost-effective form ofback-up to terrestrial digital leased circuits,using the satellite ☁occasional use☂ facility, whichallows usage charges to be incurred only duringthe period when back-upis required.
In Europe, VSATs will present multinationalorganisations with thefirst real opportunity toestablish coherent, reliable pan-Europeandigitalnetworks. The European Commission hasidentified the potential of VSAT networksin itsSTAR (special telecommunications action forregional development) Programme, which isconcerned with the provision of businesscommunications services to less developedregions of Europe.
The prospect of updating the telecommuni-cations infrastructure of east Europeancountries following the dramatic events in late1989 couldalso provide opportunities for usingVSATs. For example, discussions between thePTTsof the two parts of Germany have includedconsideration of VSAT networks to overcomethe problem ofrapidly integrating their businesscommunications infrastructures. German banksand other organisations are already installingVSATsin the eastern part of the country. EvenTass, the Soviet news agency,is planning toinstall a VSAT network, using technology sup-
ported by Contel ASC, a major US supplier of
VSATservices.
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Improved network management
and reliability

Another major benefit arises in the area ofnetwork management. Because VSAT networksare self-contained, users of VSAT services arein a better position to apply end-to-end network-managementcontrols, with the result that thequality and reliability of VSAT services isgenerally superior to that of terrestrialalternatives. The network components notdirectly controlled by a VSATuser(thesatellitetransponderand any shared ☁hub☂ earth station)are highly reliable.
The high reliability of transponders and hubearth stations stems from the fact that they arebased on tried and tested technology that wasdesigned originally for use in internationalpublic networks. Through careful design thattakes accountof climatic factors such as dustandrainfall, this high level of reliability can beextended to the entire VSAT network. Themean time between failures of VSATs istypically 25,000 hours, allowing unmannedOperation and minimal maintenance. The re-sultant overall end-to-end availability to usersis in excess of 99 per cent, which is somewhatbetter than that typically achieved withequivalent terrestrial links.

VSAT applications have specificcharacteristics
Applicationsthat require identical informationto be broadcast to many widely dispersedlocationsare natural candidatesforinitial VSATapplications, particularly if video transmissionis involved. Certain typesof interactive appli-cations will also be suitable for VSAT services,and in the United States, these now representthe area offastest growth. A representativelistof applications for major industry sectors isgiven in Figure 6.3. In the United States, theautomotive industry is the largest user, followedclosely by the retail and financial sectors.Although the range of VSAT applications is verywide, all of them have one or more of thefollowing characteristics:
♥ The managementstructure and computingenvironment of the user organisation arepredominantly centralised.
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Figure 6.3 VSAT applications suit many industry
sectors

Industry sector Application
Petrochemicals Oil rig communications

Pipeline monitoring
Point-of-sale credit-card

authorisation
Audio tofilling stations

Utilities Control/monitoring at remote sites
Construction Communications to project sites
Retail Point-of-sale credit-card

authorisation :
Price list downloading to stores
Audio for music/advertising
Video fortraining/corporate
communications

Banking Electronic funds transfer
Online banking
ATM networks
Financial information services

Insurance Online quotations
Press/media News/picture/video distribution
Automobile Dealer networks ♥ ;
Transportation Consignment tracking  (Source: European Space Agency)
 

♥ There is usually a large numberof locations,
each performing the same function or task,
that need to be connected to the network.
The typical numberoflocations in the United
States is between 200 and 300, although it
is lower in Europe.

♥ Network services need to be provided over
large distances, often over waterordifficult
terrain.

♥ The network often needs to be reconfigured
at frequent intervals.

♥ The communications traffic is usually
asymmetric, with a much greater volume of
information being transmitted to the
periphery than is received at the centre.

In general, VSAT applications fall into three
categories:
♥ One-way information-distribution appli-

cations. These applications are used to
broadcast video, audio, or data from a
central point to a large numberoflocations.
Businesstelevision, business audio, financial-
information services, news-agencyservices,
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and electronic publishing are typical
applications.

♥ Interactive applications. These are two-way
point-to-point transactional services for
standard teleprocessing or telecontrol appli-
cations, and possibly voice telephony.

♥ Data-collection applications. These are
specialised applications, mentioned only in
passing in this chapter, where VSATs are
polled to collect data. This category of
application is typically used for remote
sensing in meteorology, pipe-line monitoring,
and similarfields.

One-way information distribution
Many organisations are now using business
television for internal corporate communi-
cations and training. The complexity of
duplicating and circulating video tapes to
thousands of locations has prompted National
Westminster Bank in the United Kingdom to
conduct a pilot project designed to test the
feasibility of VSATs. Its plans are described in
Figure 6.4, overleaf. Other examples of VSAT-
based business television include the trans-
mission of videos showing details of late-
availability holidays to travel agents☂ shops, and
the live broadcasting of horse races to betting
shops.
Business audio broadcasting, particularly in the
retail industry, is also common. Euromarché,for
example, transmits music and advertisements
to 65 stores in France via its own Radio Decibel,
helping both to improve the company☂s image
and to target the marketing of given product
lines. We describe this VSAT application in
Figure 6.5, overleaf.
Several organisations use teletext broadcasting
techniques for one-way distribution of data,
using the spare lines of the television signal.
Because of the capacity limitations inherentin
terrestrial data-broadcasting techniques, growth
in demandfor this type of application will be
met by VSATservices. Financial information-
service providers, such as Reuters and McGraw-
Hill, are also using VSATsas an alternative to
terrestrial links for distributing their services to
subscribers. Other organisations, including the
UKPost Office and British Rail, are using VSAT
systemsto display topical advertising and news
to their waiting customers.
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With around 3,000 branches, a major task for National
Westminster Bank has been to communicate effectivelywith its staff across the country. The bank has devised apilot scheme using the DataVision VSATsatellite service todeliver both video and data to tentrial locations aroundthe United Kingdom. DataVision is the businesscommunications subsidiary of British Satellite Broadcasting(BSB), operator of the United Kingdom's directbroadcasting satellite.
At present, videoedtraining material is duplicated anddistributed around the country by video cassettes. Thebank spends about £60 million ($115 million) a year ontraining and some £350,000 ($650,000) on distribution.The VSAT network will allow the training material to bebroadcast via satellite to any numberofsitessimultaneously for immediate viewing or for automaticrecording.
Using the same equipment, the bankwill also be testingthe feasibility of controlling and updating microcomputerprograms, and of distributing data files, via VSATs. (AtPresent, programs and dataare distributed on diskettes.)National Westminster Bankwill initially be using 9.6k bit/sand 19.2k bit/s links, but these may be increased to

Figure 6.4 National Westminster Bank has conducted

a

pilot schemetotest the functionality of VSATs

64k bit/s during the trial. Each receiverwill have a uniqueindividual address, and will receive and decode atransmission only if it has been specifically addressed andauthorised.
Two.of the bank's main offices in Londonwill beconnéctedvia landline to DataVision☂s data hubin centralLondon. From here, the information will be sent by dualoptical-fibre links to BSB☂s earth station near Southamptonon the south coast, whenceit will be transmitted to thesatellite. In the eventofa failure in one of the terrestriallinks, the other will automatically take over to provide afailsafe system.
Derek Wanless, General Managerof the bank☂s UKbranch business,said, ☁As we put more and morecomputer power into branches, we need to establish areliable distribution network. Thetrial gives NationalWestminster the opportunity to test the latestsatellitetechnology to assess whetherit meets our needs.☂
(As this report was going to press, BSB was beingmerged with Sky Television to form British SkyBroadcasting. The intention is to use Sky, rather thanBSB,technology, which would have an impact on the wayin which data transmission services are delivered.)
 

 

As in many supermarkets, shoppers in any ofEuromarché's 65 branches in France are soothed by thesounds of soft music, interspersed with the occasionalannouncement of a special offer, a new product, or a lostchild. At Euromarché, however, the quality of sound, theselection of music, and the professionalism of theannouncements is superior to thatof its competitors.
All music and announcements are broadcast from acentral source via Radio Decibel, Euromarché☂s ownprivate radio channel. Radio Decibel has all thecharacteristics of a standard FM radio channel. It is on theair for 13 hours a day, six days a week. There is the usualmixture of music, advertisements, games, andcompetitions; commercial breaks do not exceed16 minutes an hour. The music is Carefully selected tocreate the optimum conditions for encouraging thePurchasing of goods, and the announcements directcustomers towards the products that Euromarché wishesto promote at any particular time.
Radio Decibel was established for Euromarché in 1986 bya French start-up company, COM4.It transmits fromstudios in the south of Paris, via France Telecom'sTelecom 1C satellite, to roof-top VSAT antennaelocated at
each supermarket. All programming is completely
automatic, prepared one week in advance on computer- Figure 6.5 Euromarché☂s Radio Decibel serves to improve the company☂s image and to target marketing

activated tape recorders. Publicity announcements may beapplicable to all branches, or they may be directed tospecific outlets. Announcements are stored locally indigital format, having been sent overnight when the radiois not transmitting. Each supermarket can be addressedindividually so that it receives announcements tailored toits needs, even to the extent of referring to the branchshelf layout. The announcements are triggered by aninaudible tone transmitted overthe satellite link at theappropriate moment.
The radio channel changedtosatellite transmission in1988, replacing a network of 25,000 km of analogueleased lines, with the attendant cost andreliabilityproblems. However, that was not the only reason for thechange.It was realised that satellite distribution permittedadditional services to be carried at the same time andOver the samelink, with little incremental cost. Thedistribution of inventory-controllists and updating of pricesare two examples.
Euromarché is also considering the use of hypermediaProduct promotions in aneffort to cut the cost of periodicsales conferences. Underthis scheme,high-resolutionimages of new Productlines would be accompanied bysuitable text and audio commentary, allowing branchproduct managers to make decisions on the spot.   
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A VSAT-based facsimile broadcast service has
recently been launchedin the United Kingdom
for sending messagesto individual subscribers.
Although the messagesare broadcastto all the
subscribers, their equipment decodes only the
messages addressed specifically to them. This
type of service could evolveto allow customised
editions of national newspapersto be delivered
electronically direct to households. A Finnish
publisheris already using conventional facsimile
to transmit a newspaperto tourists in 50 hotels
in southern Europe, and is investigating the
possibility of using VSATs to extendthe service.

One-way information distribution to business
users is likely to grow faster than consumer-
oriented systems, however. Thus, vital medical
information could be transmitted via VSATs
simultaneously to hospitals, medical centres,
and doctors☂ surgeries. Police notices could be
sent instantaneously to all airports in a country
or continent. There are VSAT pilot schemes
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under way in the United Kingdom for both of
these applications.

Interactive applications
There are not, as yet, many examples of two-
way VSAT systems in Europe because of the
regulatory restrictions. (In many countries, two-
waysatellite working is currently prohibited.)
In Germany, however, Daimler Benz is installing
a two-way VSAT network, whichis described
in Figure 6.6.
Evidence for the latent demand for two-way
VSAT services is provided by trends in the
United States. In 1985, only 15 per cent of VSAT
revenues came from two-way systems;today,
a quarter of VSATs are two-way, representing
nearly 75 per cent of total revenues. One of the
most publicised two-way VSATapplications in
the United States is the network being imple-
mented by K Mart Corporation. This major

 

The Daimler Benz group comprises four divisions ♥
Mercedes Benz(the car manufacturer), AEG (the electrical
manufacturing group), DASA-Dornier (the aerospace
group), and debis ♥ Daimler Benz Interservies (the
group☂s new systems and services provider). Since the
beginning of 1990, debis has been responsible for nearly
all of the group☂s systemsactivities, and eventually aims to
offer its services outside the group as well. The group's
worldwide data network is already one of the biggest
operated by any German company.
At the beginning of 1990, having conducted an earlier
feasibility study, the board decided to test VSAT com-
munications in a real operating environment. The main
objective is to create VSATlinks to Mercedes☂ subsidiaries
in western and southern Europe. Sixteen VSAT stations
are planned. The hubof the network is the PTT hub in
Hameln in western Germany, and the satellite system used
is Eutelsat. While it is subject to the normal regulatory
controls, the project is unusualin that all the participants
are part of the same group ♥ the terminals are provided
by Dornier, the network service is operated by debis, and
the user is Mercedes Benz.
As a result of the political developments in eastern
Germany, the objectives of the project were revised, to
provide VSATlinks with new subsidiaries and partners in
eastern Germany, and to some extent, to third parties.
Links to other east European countries that have only
limited telecommunications services are also planned. The
only part of the original objective that has been realised is
the creation of links with Mercedes Benzsubsidiaries in
Belgium and Switzerland. 

Figure 6.6 Daimler Benzis in the processofinstalling a two-way VSAT system to improve links with eastern Europe

The results so far are very encouraging. In particular, com-
munications links have been established very quickly ♥
at present, it takes about eight weeks to get a VSAT
station operating, about seven of which are taken up
sorting out administrative matters and gaining regulatory
approvals. Actualinstallation takes only a matter of days.
There have been no problemswith the availability of
equipment, nor with the quality of the VSAT network.
The regulations allow the VSAT transmission capacity to
be resold to third parties for all types of services in
western Germany. Daimler Benz uses network-control
procedures that allow the 64k bit/s channel to be shared
by up to 20 users, depending on the applications, each of
whom believes that he has a dedicated 9.6kbit/s channel.
In this way, Daimler Benz would be able to resell the
channel capacity at a profit. Its view is that only a few
companieswill be able to generate sufficient communi-
cations traffic to justify a 64k bit/s transmission allocation.
Daimler Benz stressesthat its cooperation with DBP
Telekom has beenvital. Without DBP Telekom☂s authority
to negotiate with PTTs in other countries, the project
would have had to belimited to Germanyonly.
Furthermore, the relationship with DBP Telekom gave
Daimler Benz accessto Eutelsat, with all the facilities that
that provides.
Eventually, Daimler Benz plans to offer its services to third
parties. It sees its main business deriving from establishing
communications links with eastern Germany and other
east European countries, Turkey, and south European
countries, such as Spain.  
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supermarketchainis nearing the completion of
a four-year, $40 million VSAT network project
aimed at improving inventory control and
speeding up credit-card authorisation at more
than 2,100 stores, regional offices, and
distribution centres.
The largest two-way VSAT network imple-mented to date is that connecting ChryslerMotor Corporation☂s offices and manufacturingsites to over 6,000 dealerships in North America.
The applications supported by the networkinclude:
♥ Providing mechanics at local dealerships

with help for difficult repairs.
♥ Allowing showroom sales staff to placeorders and give projected delivery dates to

car purchasers.
♥ Providing videotraining sessions on topicssuch assales or repairs.
♥ Using video to show forthcomingmerchandise to store managers.
♥ Providing video communicationsfacilities atnational and regional sales conferences.
It is even rumoured that Lee Iacocca, chairmanof Chrysler, will give motivational speeches overthe network, an aspect of VSATs that has notescaped the notice of other corporate chiefs.

Carefully selected VSAT appli-cations can be cost-justified
According to a 1988 OECD report, the tele-communications bills of US VSAT users areabout25 per cent lower than they would be forconventional terrestrial communications. Calcu-lationsfor data-only applications show that USnetworks with more than 200 locations cost lessif they are implemented with VSATs. Thesecalculations are based on the assumption thatthe data transmission rate from the hub to theVSATsis 1.5M bit/s. If a lower data transmissionrate is required (about 512k bit/s), the hub costs
are reduced, and VSATs become viable for
networks with as few as 100 locations.
Within a single European country, distancesare smaller, and our view is that a nationalVSAT network would be viable for about
300 locations. The cost of international leased
lines in Europeis, however,substantially higher
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thanthecost of leased lines in the United States.Thus, a VSAT network would becost-justifiedfor a small numberof locations, if these are
scattered across Europe.
For VSATnetworks, the cost elements comprisethe charges for the space component(satellitetransponder), hub-station costs, and the cost ofthe terminals. The critical parameters are clearlythe number and geographical dispersion oflocations to be served. The cost of expensivecommon items such assatellite capacity andhub-station facilities will be shared across eachlocation, and the cost per terminal of theseshared items decreases as the number of VSATterminals increases (the marginal increase insatellite capacity required by adding VSATstoan existing networkis small). Moreover, unliketerrestrial links, the cost of satellite links doesnot increase with distance.
VSATservices in Europe are provided mostlyby the PTTsortheir subsidiaries. The tariffs areoften set to ensure that VSATservices do notcompete too strongly with existing PTTterrestrial services. Thetariff structure consistsof a once-off ☁downlink☂ charge, typically in therange $3,500 to $7,000, anda monthly chargebased on the data transmission rate. TheSwedish PTT☂s subsidiary, Vesatel, chargesabout $13,000 a monthfor a 1.2k bit/s circuit,while Polycom (a joint venture between FranceTelecom, Matra, and the French Press Agency)charges just over $40,000 a month for its19.2k bit/s service.
The case for using VSATsis particularly strongwhenthereis a needto distribute video trans-missions. The inherent broadcast capabilities ofVSATnetworks andtheir comparatively widebandwidth make them particularly suitable, andcost-justifiable, for one-way video-distributionapplications. Moreover, the growth of directsatellite television broadcasting to homesisbringing down the cost of video-receptionequipment.
Someorganisations will be able to justify the useof VSATs onthebasis of a single application,especially where a VSAT networkis the onlymeans of implementing it. Oil companies,utilities, and construction companies, forexample, may find that VSATs are the only wayto serve locations not otherwise covered by theterrestrial network,given that alternative radio
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systems, other than line-of-site microwave,are
inadequate for data transmission. Another
example is where the basic requirementis to
transmit business television.
Experience to date, however, suggests that once
established, the use of a VSAT network is
quickly extended to other applications. Such
extension first takes the form of additional
applications making use of the sameservice. For
example, a retail chain could initially use a
VSAT networkfor a credit-card authorisation
application, and then use it to download price
lists, inventory-control information, and pro-
gram updates. Later, topical advertising displays
could be transmitted via the network, with
advertising space being sold to individual
product suppliers.
Adding applications to a VSAT network in an
incremental mannersuch as this may make good
operational sense. However, webelieve that the
business case for using VSAT services will be
stronger if all the potential applications are
considered at the outset.

VSATservices are becoming
available around the world
In the United States, the growth in the use of
VSATnetworks was a direct result of the break-
up of AT&T. The new regulations meant that
organisations with interstate networks had
to deal with several of the newly formed
regional telephone companies, which they were
reluctant to do. The regulations also allowed
users to bypass the regional companies. The
result was that a market opportunity was
created for VSAT service operators. Today,
there are some 70,000 VSATs in use in the
United States. In contrast, the number of VSATs
in Europe is less than 15,000, all except a
handful being one-way receive-only terminals.
Furthermore, 12,000 of these are used in one
application ♥ TV transmission of live horse-
races to UK betting shops.
The United Kingdom has licensed seven new
specialised satellite service operators, although
many experts believe that this is too many. By
restricting them to one-way broadcast systems,
it is unlikely that there will be sufficient
business for them all to survive. Germany has
authorised the use of two-way VSAT systems,
but only for data rates of up to 15k bit/s (to
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prevent them being used for voice services).
Italy, through its satellite carrier, Telespazio,
operates the largest number of European VSAT
networks (about a dozen to date, with more
being planned). These are used mostly by
government departments,although there are a
few private users. In France, Polycom operates
a commercial VSATservice that is used mainly
to distribute news reports and financial
information from the Paris Stock Exchange to
users in France and elsewhere. The Swedish
PTT☂s subsidiary, Vesatel, also operates an
international VSATservice for carrying financial
and information services for McGraw-Hill and
others.
Vesatel would like to extend its operations to
provide worldwide coverage, and to this end,
is cooperating with other carriers, such as OTC
in Australia. OTC operates Satnet, which is
aimed at Australian companies with branches
in Pacific Rim countries and beyond.It also
believes that Satnet could be used by European
companies needing to transmit information to
their subsidiaries in the Pacific area. The
viability of such a service would depend on the
costs of getting the communicationstraffic to
Australia for onward transmission via the
satellite. There are also two competing domestic
VSAT services, both using the Australian
satellite system, Aussat. Telecom Australia
operates the ITERRAservice andseesits ability
to mix-and-match with terrestrial facilities as a
competitive advantage. Aussat itself markets
the STARNET service, which it can price
aggressively because, unlike Telecom Australia,
it has no alternative revenues to protect.
In Canada, the domestic carrier, Telesat, which
operates the Anik satellite system, offers TV
broadcast and VDI (voice/data/image) services.
Anikom 100 is a one-way, low-speed data
broadcast service, and Anikom 200 is a two-way
interactive data service using shared-hub
facilities in Toronto (real or virtual hubs are
planned for Montreal and Calgary). There are
also high-speed point-to-point voice and data
services (Anikom 500 and 1000) operating at
transmission rates ranging between 56kbit/s
and 1.544M bit/s. Services are provided to
a wide range of users in the banking,retail,
insurance, hotel, government, utilities,
minerals, and petroleum industries.
International VSATservices are offered both by
Intelsat (with IBS ♥ International Business
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Service ♥ and Intelnet) and by Eutelsat (with
SMS ♥ Satellite Multiservice System). These
services, however, are always channelled
through the PTTs, and thetariffs are set at a
level to ensure that they do not compete with
equivalent terrestrial services.

Growth will be constrained until
regulatory problems are resolved
Ina moveof great foresight, the United Statesintroducedin 1972 its ☁open skies☂ policy, whichallowed any technically and financially qualifiedorganisation to apply for a licence to operate adomestic satellite system. This policy, coupledwith developments in technology and themarket conditions created by the impendingbreak-up of AT&T,led to the first VSAT servicesin 1983. A liberal policy such as this was easierto introducein the United States becauseofitslimited impact on international communicationstraffic.
Becauseofthe lucrative revenues derived frominternationalservices, and the monopolystatusof most PTTs, no such ☁open skies☂ policy hasbeen introduced in Europe or elsewhere. AsFigure 6.7 illustrates, the strict regulationsgoverning the use of VSATsoutside the UnitedStates have resulted in much slower growth in
other parts of the world.
The patchwork of regulations across Europegives rise to many examples of restrictivepractices. Even the two most liberalisedcountries, Germany and the United Kingdom,still impose restrictions on user organisations.Wehave already mentionedthe restriction ontwo-way use in Germany. In the UnitedKingdom, users are not permitted to establishnetworks themselves; apart from the duopolysuppliers (British Telecom and Mercury), onlythe seven licensed satellite operators may doso, and then only for transmission in onedirection. Other countries allowing privatecompanies to own and operate VSAT networksare Belgium, Finland, and the Scandinavian
countries. Other service providers, such as
Polycom (France), Telespazio (Italy), Telefonica(Spain), OTE (Greece), and the Swiss PTT are
all monopolies that insist on owning and
operating VSAT networksin their territories.
Until recently, these operators have been
providing domestic services only, although some
are now beginning to extend their operations
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 Figure 6.7 Restrictions on VSAT networks havestiltedtheir growth outside North America

Thousands of VSATs
installed or planned92
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82   North Asia/ South Europe* USSRAmerica Pacific America

*Excludes receive-only TV antennae (Source: Financial Times)
  
into adjacent countries. Obtaining permission totransmit into another country is very difficultand often entails much paperwork andbureaucracy. Thesedifficulties are compoundedby a lack of concerted PTT action on standardsfor VSAT networksanda general disregard forthe European Commission☂s liberalisationdirectives as they apply to the competitive andindependentprovision of VSATs.
US-based VSAT service providers, such asMicrospace and PanAmSat, are outside Euro-pean jurisdiction, and can afford to take amorerelaxed attitude to their pursuit of business inEurope. They operate on the fringesof legalityby first installing the equipment and thenworrying about the paperwork. Some PTTsrespond to these tactics by demanding that☁illegal☂ roof-top antennae be dismantled, andcutting off the telephoneservice if they are not.
Thereare signs, however, that the regulatorystrait-jacket on the use of VSATs in Europe maybe loosening. Pressure is mounting from users,who complain that they are being denied thebenefits already available to North Americanbusinesses. The European Commission is alsopressing for reform, and has recently publisheda VSATsupplementtoits 1984 Green Paper onTelecommunications. PanAmSat is suing Comsatand Intelsat in an attempt to dismantle
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anticompetitive practices. It is also lobbying for
the abolition of currentrestrictions that prevent
the PanAmSat system interconnecting with the
public switched network. Even though anti-
competitive clauses are still included in the
intergovernmental agreementsthat established
Eutelsat and Intelsat, they have been weakened
over the years by challenges from other
domestic and regionalsatellite systems, and are
now used mainly as a means of delaying the
implementation of competitive services.
In view of the current regulatory problems, a
great deal of tenacity is required to implement
a VSAT network. Those organisations that have
embarked on pilot VSAT projects usually have
a ☁champion☂ of the technology whois able to
convince management of the benefits and to
work with an appropriate service provider to
implement a system. Organisations should not
hesitate to make direct contact with the various
agencies specialising in satellite communi-
cations, international or domestic. These include
bodies such as Intelsat, Eutelsat, Aussat,
Telesat, and the European Space Agency. They
are likely to be supportive of any plans to
implement VSAT networks.

New developments will widen the
appeal of VSATs o
Advances in technology are continually
improving (and reducing the cost) of both the
terrestrial and the space components of VSAT
networks. Before VSATs can have a wider
appeal, it will be necessary to reduce terminal
and hub costs to a level where they can be
considered for most private network appli-
cations, including point-to-point networks, as
well as point-to-multipoint. This would require
current costs to be at least halved. Such
reductions can be achieved only through mass-
production of terminals using advanced
electronics and manufacturing techniques. The
cost of the antennaewill also be reducedas flat-
panel technology, rather than dishes,is intro-
duced. The beamstransmitted from the satellite
are focused electronically with this technology,
rather than by the shape of the dish.
Satellite technology is also developing, although
the lead times for implementing new develop-
ments are lengthy. Higher-powersatellites are
now becomingavailable, and in the late 1990s,
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even higher transmission frequencies will be
used. This will open up the possibility of
providing multi-megabit services that could
compete with terrestrial MANs and broadband
ISDN.
Current technology is based on general-purpose
satellite transponders that can be used for a
wide range of telecommunications services ♥
from high-definition television to low-speed data
transmission. As the volumeofsatellite use
increases, it will becomefeasible to dedicate a
transponder to a particular type of service,
which will make it possible to introduce
additional functions on the satellite that will
simplify and enhance the capability of ground
terminals. These include the transfer of
switching functions, normally implemented on
the ground, to the satellite, and the use of
scanning spot-beams, where the satellite☂s
poweris concentrated in a small beam that scans
the target coverage areafor traffic.
Another advance will be the implementation of
widebandinter-satellite links, which will extend
the effective coverage area of satellites,
increase operational flexibility, and avoid so-
called satellite ☁double-hops☂ (where a trans-
mission has to go up to and down from two
separatesatellites). Inter-satellite links also open
up the possibility of basing mobile communi-
cations networks entirely on satellite links.
Other advances (in signal processing, data
compression, and modulation) will be applied
to both theterrestrial and space components of
a VSAT network,and these will widen the range
of services that VSATs can economically
provide, and lead to simpler and more
automated network-control subsystems.
In this chapter, we have reviewed the state of
development of VSAT services and networks.
Althoughtheir use outside the United Statesis
at presentlimited (mainly because of regulatory
constraints), we do not believe that this
situation will persist for long. VSAT-based
communications systems provide significant
benefits compared with terrestrial facilities, and
can be used for a wide range of applications.
Pressure from users, and from the European
Commission, is growing for VSATs to be made
morefreely available.It is only a matter of time
before communications managers in most
Foundation members☂ organisations will need to
consider where VSATs fit into their overall
communications strategy.
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Chapter 7
The impact of the new services

Some of the new services described in thisreport make it possible for even more of thecorporate telecommunicationsinfrastructure tobe subcontracted to a specialist third party,often the local PTT. Thus, centrex and VPNscould replace privately owned PABXs, switchedMANservices could remove the need forwideband digital leased circuits, and ISDNframe-relay services could replace privatepacket-switched networks. Subcontracting to athird-party public service provider has threeparticular advantages:
♥ The economies of scale available to theservice provider should mean that theservice is cheaper, provided the supplieroperates in a competitive or a properlyregulated market.
♥ There will be less need to employ scarce andexpensive in-house telecommunicationsspecialists.
♥ Expenditure on services is incurred as andwhenuseis madeof them, thus reducing therequirementfor capital investment in privatenetworkfacilities.
The reduced needto invest in capital equipmentis especially usefulin timesof rapid growth andtechnological change, whenthereis a risk oftaking the wrong course of action, and theconsequencesare far-reaching. Because of thelong lead times associated with establishing acommunications infrastructure, inappropriatechoices cannot easily be changed.
Useof public services will grow slowly, first forvoice services, then for data services. The rateof progress will depend partly on how fast thenewservices are implemented in each countryand partly on the confidence that customers
havein the suppliers☂ ability to deliver a reliable
and responsive service. Competitive offers from

alternative service providers will encourage theuse of public services. The useof public serviceswill also be promotedbythe increased emphasison electronic forms of communication, withboth suppliers and customers using electronicdocument interchange (EDI) services, forexample.
The need for private networks will not dis-appear completely, however, and Foundationmembers need to decide on the mostappropriate balance between public and privatenetworking facilities in the light of their par-ticular needs, and in view of the opportunitiespresented by new services. In this chapter, weconsider the future of public networks and giveour view of how corporate network servicesmight be providedin,say,five years from now.Weconclude with a brief review of how thegreater emphasis on public servicesis likely tochange the role of the telecommunicationsfunction.

Fully integrated public networkswill not be available until wellinto the 21st century
In the past, it has been necessary to createseparate networks for different types of com-munications traffic, and this situation willcontinue, at least in the public domain,throughout the 1990s. Early public switchedtelephone networks (PSTNs) were unsuitable fordata communications, and this led to a pro-liferation of public-data services in the 1970sand 1980s, ranging from specially conditionedanalogue leased lines, through packet- andcircuit-switched networks, to today☂s digitalleased lines. The original intention was thatISDN would rationalise this situation byintegrating all telecommunications servicesundera single network infrastructure.
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Those who devised the narrowband ISDN con-
cept lacked foresight, however. As we explained
in Chapter4, its switching techniqueis different
from those used by corporate data networks,its
transmission rates are too low, and the imple-
mentation timescale is too long. Furthermore,
the original architects of ISDN did not foresee
the tremendous growth of services, such as
mobile telephony, mobile data, and VSATsatel-
lite services, that could effectively bypassit.

There is no doubt, however, that narrowband
ISDN will not only survive, but will prosper and
develop. The determination of the PTTs to
provide all subscribers with digital access will
guarantee its eventual place as the standard
method of accessing public networks both for
residential and business subscribers, although
this stage will not be reached until well after
the mid-1990s. As Figure 7.1 illustrates, how-
ever, narrowband ISDNwill be just one element
in the three-stage evolution of public networks;
MANs and broadband ISDN will also be
significant, albeit in the medium to long term:
♥ Thefirst stage is represented by the avant

garde use of narrowband ISDN by
 Figure 7.1 By the endofthe century, most businesses

will have digital access to the public
network

As the 1990s progress, more and more business
subscriberswill replace analogue connectionsto the local
exchangewith narrowband ISDNdigital connections.
Residential subscribers will not begin to use ISDN until well
into the next century. In the mid-1990s, business
subscribers will also begin to use MANs. Eventually,
broadband ISDNwill become the commonform of access
to the public network, first for business subscribers, and
muchlater, for residential subscribers.   Residential
subscribers

Business
subscribers
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Chapter 7 The impact of the new services

businesses, and will be driven by the PTT
marketing initiatives now under way. We
believe that this stage will continue until the
more advanced MAN services become
available on a general basis towards the
mid-1990s.

♥ During the second stage, narrowband ISDN
will be the standard meansof making all new
business connections to the public network.
Taking a slightly optimistic view, we can
expect this stage to begin during the latter
half of the 1990s.

♥ The final stage may consist of several
different phases that last until well into the
next century. A logical sequence of events
would be to begin by connecting all new
residential lines via ISDN, and to accompany
this by a phased programmeof converting
analogue business lines to ISDN. Replacing
analogueresidential lines would bethefinal
phase in the process, but this would not
occur until well into the next century when
capital and operating costs clearly favoured
the phasing out of analogue telephony.

During this time, MANs,andlater broadband
ISDN, will be making inroads into large busi-
nesses. As we emphasised earlier in the report,
they will be required to satisfy the need for
wideband communicationsthat will arise from
the requirement to interconnect high-speed
LANsandto handle image applications. There
will be interworking between narrowband and
broadband ISDN,principally to ensure that a
consistent range of services can be provided to
large and small businesses, and eventually, to
homes.
Business requirements will drive this evolution,
but the penetration of broadband ISDNinto the
residential environment may be aided early next
century by its convergence with cable television
systems. A liberalised telecommunications
environment would tend to accelerate this pro-
cess as cable television operators moveto set
up competitive local-access networks.
ISDN will also support intelligent network and
frame-relay services, the former initially for
voice, the latter for fast packet-switched data.
Mobile GSM and PCNservices will complement,
and be integrated with, intelligent network
services and the fixed terrestrial network.
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Mobile cellular networks contain significant
intelligence, enabling the network to know
where the mobile instrumentis at all times, so
that incomingcalls can be routed correctly. By
building links betweentheintelligence in mobile
networks andtheintelligent networkfacilities
provided in the fixed public network, the
☁personal number☂ concept will become a
reality. This concept describes the situation
where a dialled number that is unique to an
individualwill be routed to a mobile telephoneor to a fixed telephone, according to which is
switched on. Moreover,the fixed telephone to
whichthe call is routed could be varied by using
the ☁intelligence☂ in the fixed network.

Corporate networks will be
provided by a mix of public
and private facilities
As weillustrate in Figure 7.2, corporate com-munications infrastructuresin the 1990s will bemadeup of a hybrid,but flexible, mix of publicand private facilities. While data and imagecommunications will be handled by the sametransport mechanism,voice will continue to bedealt with separately. The functional dif-ferences between voice and data, andcontinuing architectural incompatibilities, willlimit their integration to the sharing of multi-plexors and transmission capacity.
Today, intelligent multiplexors are used tointegrate voice and data on wideband privatecircuits. These will evolve into devices based onproprietary frame-relay techniques. UnlikeISDN framerelay, proprietary frame relay willintegrate voice and data andwill use statisticalmultiplexing and data-compression techniquesto achieve optimum bandwidth efficiency.Large organisations will therefore have thechoice of meeting wideband requirementseitherby using a proprietary frame-relay approach orby opting for public MANservices. By themid-1990s, smaller branchesof the organisationcould use ISDN frame-relay services for datatransmission, and basic-rate ISDN circuit-switching for voice and imagetraffic. PABXswould be connected to the public network byprimary-access ISDN.
Figure 7.3, on page 60, shows that narrowband
ISDN and MANswill be usedbydifferent types
of organisations and to satisfy different
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bandwidth requirements. Eventually, broad-band ISDN will satisfy all types of organisationsandall communications requirements ♥ but thatwill not occur until well into the 21st century.
Many staff will also have mobile communi-cations requirements for both voice and data.Inside buildings, PABX add-on modules willfacilitate the use of cordless telephoneextensions. Eventually, PABX products willinclude cordless telephony as an integral partof their design. Other mobile communicationsrequirementswill be met by subscribing to oneof the new digital mobile services (PCN,or forvehicles, GSMorsimilar). Transportation com-panies will make useofsatellite mobile services.Many companies will use VSATs, initially todistribute information to widely dispersedbranches, subsequently to back up terrestriallinks, and ultimately to support a wide rangeof two-wayinteractive applications. Very largeorganisations will own and operate their ownVSATsystems, but most will opt for third-partyprovision of these services.
Thus, corporate networksin the mid-1990s willbe a complex mix ofpublic andprivatefacilities.The most appropriate mix at any one time willdepend on the current availability anddevelopment of the different services describedin this report, and onthetariffs set by the PTTsboth for the new services and for privatefacilities. The availability of the new services,andtheirtariffs, will therefore have to be keptconstantly under review, placing new demandson the management of corporate networks.

Increased use of public services willchange therole of the telecom-munications function
The trend towards making increased use ofpublic services will have an impact on theskillsrequired to manage the telecommunicationsfunction in manyorganisations. Until now, mostin-house telecommunications staff have pro-vided the technical expertise required toprovide and operate a corporate communi-cations infrastructure. Lack of flexibility andfunctionality in the services provided by thePTTs and the limitations of data communi-cations equipment meant that much of theireffort was expended on ensuring that the
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Figure 7.2 In the mid-1990s, corporate networkswill be a mixture of public andprivatefacilities
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 Figure 7.3 MANswill be usedin centralised organis-
ations with high bandwidth requirements,
ISDN in more dispersed organisations
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networks provided the required functionalityat an acceptable levelof service continuity andavailability.

Over the next few years, the role of thetelecommunications managerwill change fromnetwork operator to communications broker.Increasing use of public services rather thanprivate networks will mean that communi-cations staff will spend more time analysingcosts, comparing and selecting services andsuppliers, monitoring the level of service pro-vided to users, and acting as the interfacebetween the organisation and external sup-pliers, rather than being involved in day-to-dayoperational matters. In particular, the use ofintelligent networkservices will provide manyopportunities for telecommunications staff towork with business managers and serviceproviders to devise and deliver new businessapplications.

Wehave provided many examplesin this report
of how theservices can be exploited to provide
specific business applications:
♥ Philips in France is using ISDN to combine

image servers and expert systems to support
small shops carrying outrepairs to televisions
and hi-fi equipment.
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♥ The Kipa photographic press agencyis usingISDN to transform its business, both in thespeed of delivery and inits ability to reacha widerclient base.
♥ Call rerouteing and universal businessnumbersarebeing used to providea flexibleand customer-oriented response tocalls fromthe general public.
♥ STC is planning to use MANs as a way ofimproving the effectiveness of collaborativeprojects.
♥

K

Martis using VSATsto improve inventorycontrol in its 2,100 stores and distributioncentres.
♥ Chrysler is using VSATs to help carmechanics carry out difficult repairs and todistribute video training andsales material.
The successful use of new telecommunicationsservices will therefore require knowledge aboutbusiness requirements and opportunities, andknowledge aboutthe nature and potentialof theservices. Telecommunicationsstaff will need towork much moreclosely with business managersto develop the applications that will exploit theservices.
The role of the telecommunications managerwill inevitably change as the focus for thetelecommunications function moves moretowardsproviding an infrastructure that sup-portsall business applications. In orderto fulfilthis newrole, the telecommunications managermust exploit existing strengths and acquire newskills, so that heis in a position:
♥ To negotiate and monitor service-level agree-ments with external suppliers such as thePYTs,
♥ To market his skills and expertise to businessmanagers throughout the organisation.
♥ To understand the newrole of the networkand telecommunications as a vehicle forimproving business effectiveness andachieving competitive advantage.
♥ Toensure that the organisation☂s technicalarchitecture includes the most relevant tele-communications components.
♥ To specify telecommunications guidelinesand standards that will ensure that all
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equipment and software procured by the
organisation is consistent with the corporate
communications infrastructure and technical
architecture.

♥ To keep abreast of technical and commercial
developmentsin the provisionofintelligent
network services by maintaining good
contacts with the suppliers.

The overriding concern must be to ensure that
the telecommunications function is in the best
possible position to provide a rapid response
to a new business requirement. Application

Chapter 7 The impact of the new services

systems will increasingly involve a complex
mixture of data processing and telecommuni-
cations, and will need to be implemented
quickly if they are to provide competitive
advantage. This will require the telecommuni-
cations function to work closely with the
systems department (and its customers) in
defining and building applications. The tele-
communications manager must therefore stay
abreast of what new telecommunications
services are on offer and know how they can
be integrated with other corporate communi-
cations and information systems.

 

Report conclusion
In this report, we haveidentified the five new
telecommunications services that are likely to
play a significant role in providing a flexible
corporate communications infrastructure:
♥ New mobile services, particularly PCNs, will

make the inexpensive personal mobile tele-
phone, and the personal telephone number,
a reality. Networks designed specifically
for mobile data communications will be
launched, and land-mobilesatellite services
will make it possible to communicate with
a vehicle (or a person) anywhere in the
world.

♥ Public intelligent network services such as
centrex and virtual private networks will
remove much of the need for private voice
and data networks. Call rerouteing and
advance freephone will provide greater
flexibility for communicating with customers
and the general public.

♥ ISDN will slowly but surely become the
standard (digital) means of accessing the
public network. The bandwidth and
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additional functionality available with ISDN
will open up new application areas.

♥ Metropolitan area networks are less well
established, but the IEEE 802.6 standard will
promote their implementation and use.
Organisations with wideband communi-
cations requirements should consider
participating in one of the MANtrials.
VSATservices have enormouspotential and
provide substantial benefits. Their use
outside the United States is, however,
hindered by regulatory restrictions. We do
not believe that this situation will persist
beyond the 1990s. Once the restrictions in
Europe and elsewhere are eased, the use of
VSATservices will grow very quickly.

Each of these new servicescan,by itself, have
a powerful impact on business success. The
challenge facing systems directors and tele-
communications managers is knowing when to
exploit them, singly and in combination. This
report has highlighted the important issues to
consider.
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Appendix
National telecommunications regulations

In this appendix, we review briefly the currentstatus of telecommunications regulations inmost of the countries where there areFoundation members, and indicate the mostlikely developmentsin the period up to the endof 1995. For regulatory purposes, most countriesclassify telecommunications services at threelevels:
♥ Basic transport: the telecommunicationsnetwork infrastructure (cables, manholes,buildings, switching and terminal trans-mission equipment, microwave radio sys-tems, and thelike), and the transmission ofinformation through this infrastructure fromsource to destination without modification.
♥ Value-added networks: these add switching,processing, and network-managementfunctions to the basic transport of infor-mation. Typically, public data networks (forexample, X.25 packet-switched services) andmanaged data-network services (such asInfonet and GEIS) would fall into thiscategory. Although voice telephony is aswitchedservice,it is generally regarded bypolicy makersas part of the infrastructure,andis therefore not considered to be a value-added network.
♥ Value-added services: these are applicationsthat make useof thefacilities of the othertwo levels. They have so far tended to bespecific to particular industry sectors (forexample, EDI for the insuranceindustry, orfinancial information services). Facilitiesmanagement ♥ the establishment andoperation of corporate network services bya third party ♥ represents the ultimatevalue-addedservice.
Different degrees of competition may be
permitted for each service level. Typically,
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basic-transport services and voice telephonymay be ☁reserved☂ for monopoly carriers,whereas value-added networks may be open tolimited competition. Value-added services arenow widely regarded, even by the PTTs, asbeing suitable for provision in a fully com-petitive environment.
Because they combine transport and manage-ment functions, the new telecommunicationsservices describedin this report do notfit wellwith the three-layer regulatory model describedabove. Figure A.1 shows the new servicesstraddling the boundaries of the traditionalcategories. Some countries ♥ Japan andCanada, for example ♥ attempt to overcomethis difficulty by defining facility-based and non-facility-based service carriers, with theintention of limiting competition in the former,and openingit in the latter. Either way, theincreasing pace and complication of tele-communications deregulation has kept ageneration of lawyers busy in the United States,and could well do the same for the legalprofession in Europe and elsewhere.
European deregulation is heavily influenced bythe European Commission☂s Green Paperpublished in June 1987, which sets outguidelines for harmonising the provision oftelecommunicationsservices in the 12 memberStates in the single market that will exist from1992. The paperitself represents a compromisebetween the Commission☂s wish to promote aframework for competition in accordance withthe provisions of the Treaty of Rome, and thereluctance of many memberstates to relinquishmonopoly controlof the supply of telecommuni-cations goods and services. PTT pressure thusled to the Green Paper☂s including the notionof a continued monopolyof basic and so-called☁reserved☂ (voice telephony) services, althoughvalue-added networks and services must be
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 Figure A.1 The new servicesstraddle the boundariesof the categories that havetraditionally formedthe basis for
telecommunications regulations
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opened up to competition within a specific time-
frame. (Ironically, less developed countries ♥
those with most to gain from an injection
of healthy competition ♥ have managedto have
this timeframe extended to well into the
1990s.)

A key recommendation of the Green Paperis
the requirementto separate the regulatory and
operating arms of the telecommunications
industry, a principle now accepted by all
member states. However, many countries are
maintaining a government monopoly for basic
services, which reports to the same government
minister as the regulatory body; this conforms
with the letter, rather than the spirit, of the
Green Paper.

The guarantee of free, open, and equal access
to basic-transmission services by competitive
third-party service providers is an important
feature of the regulatory environmentin those
countries where limited competition is being
introduced. The relevant policies, known as
open network provision (ONP) in Europe and
open network architecture (ONA) in the United
States, cover technical and commercial-inter-
face standards. By guaranteeing all value-added
service providers equal access to the infra-
structure, ONP/ONA ensures that a monopoly
carrier cannot gain an unfair advantage by using
his own transport infrastructure on more
favourable terms than those of his competitors.
In most cases of this type, regulatory authorities
require an additional safeguard by insisting that
the monopoly carrier creates a separate, arms-
length subsidiary for the provision of value-
added services.
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Figure A.2, overleaf, summarises the main
deregulation indicators for each of the
countries. It shows whetherbasic services are
provided by a nationalised or a monopoly
carrier, whether the postal and telecommuni-
cations services are organised separately, and
whether there is a separate regulatory body.
Thefive right-hand columns compare the degree
ofliberalisation in each country for terminals,
value-added services, leased lines, satellite
services, and mobile radio services. We give
more detail for each country below.

Australia
Current situation
The Telecommunications Act of 1989 set in
motion the deregulation of the industry by
establishing a new regulatory body, Austel, and
by giving Telecom, the dominant carrier, cor-
poration status, with 100 per cent of the shares
currently owned by the government. There are
two other monopoly carriers: Aussat provides
domestic satellite services, and the Overseas
Telecommunications Commission (OTC) pro-
vides external services, eithervia satellite or via
submarine cable. The three carriers may com-
pete in areas where their services overlap.

The 1989 Act also provided for the following:
♥ PABXs and the first telephone set in

customer premises, previously a Telecom
monopoly, may now be provided by
competitive third parties.

♥ Value-added services can be offered by third
parties, subject to Telecom guidelines.
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 Figure A.2 The regulatorysituation varies from country to country
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Belgium Yes Yes Yes 1991 Partial Partial No No No
Canada a) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Partial No Yes
France Yes Yes 1991 Yes Yes Yes Partial No Yes
Germany Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Italy Yes Yes Yes No 1991 1992 No No No
Japan @ De facto Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Netherlands Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Partial Yes No
New Zealand No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Spain No Yes Yes Yes Partial Partial No No No
Sweden. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
United Kingdom No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
United States No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

() Varies with province
(2) Partly privatised

Commonusergroups,as defined by Telecom, ♥ Telecom Australia and OTC to form a singleare allowed to share networks. Leased- carrier.circuit capacity may not be resold to thirdparties. Telecom can (and does) provide ♥ Aussat to besold off to a newly establishedvalue-added services in competition with private-sector organisation that will competethird parties. in all areas with Telecom.
Future developments = A second mobile telephony operator to be: licensed.The Telecommunications Act left manypotentially competitive areas (including mobile isradio, switched data services, and leased circuit Belgiumprovision) in monopoly hands,butit is expectedthat changes will be made to improve com-petition and solve the intractable problem ofAussat☂s profitability. Based on recentannouncements, we expect:
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Current situation
RTT (Régie des Télégrapheset des Téléphones)is the state-owned monopoly provider of all
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telecommunications network services in
Belgium:
♥ RTT has a monopoly on the provision of the

first telephone handset and small PABXs.
The provision of mobile telephone handsets
has recently been liberalised.

♥ Restrictions on leased lines were recently
eased as a result of a test case and EC
pressure. However, leased lines may not be
shared or resold unless significant value is
added.

Future developments
RTT has been amongthe least progressive of
European PTTs,in spite of its playing host to
the European Commission. The Belgian govern-
ment is now planning a series of structural
reforms to redress the situation. In the light of
these, it is expected that:
♥ RTT will be split into regulatory and

operational arms. The Institut Belge des
Télécommunications (IBT) will be the
regulatory arm, and Belgacom the operator.

♥ A second mobile operator will be licensed.
♥ The EC Green Paper recommendations will

be respected.

Canada
Current situation
Morethan 90 per cent of conventional domestic
voice services are provided by nine major
carriers operating on a monopoly basis. Each
province is served by its own carrier (except
Quebec and Ontario, both of which are served
by Bell Canada). Telecom Canada, the carrier
for long-distance switched voice services, is
basically a consortium of the provincial carriers
whoshare the facility-planning tasks and the
revenues among themselves. Telecom Canada
is in competition with Unitel for long-distance
leased-circuit and non-voice switched services.
Telesat Canada, 50 per cent owned by the
Federal Government, provides domestic satellite
services. Teleglobe Canada is responsible for
overseas communications; since its privatisation
in 1987, it has been a subsidiary of Memotec
Data.
The fragmented nature of telecommunications
in Canada means that there are federal and
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provincial regulatory bodies. The federal regu-
latory body is the Canadian Radio-television and
Telecommunications Commission (CRTC),
operating under the authority of the 1911
Railway Act. Attempts to modernise and unify
the regulatory environment havesofarfailed,
although the pre-eminenceof federal regulation
has been confirmed.
Since 1981, there has beenincreasingliberali-
sation of the rules on terminal attachment and
the resale of leased-line capacity; only
Saskatchewan and Manitoba continue to impose
restrictions.

Future developments
There will be a negotiated rather than a judicial
settlement of the regulatory situation, placing
the CRTC firmly in charge. An aborted attempt,
made in 1985 by Unitel, to compete for long-
distance switched voice services will be
successfully revived in 1992. Other organi-
sations, notably public utilities with extensive
telecommunicationsfacilities, will challenge this
duopoly.
The market for terminals will be fully
liberalised, and the rules on terminal attach-
ment and on theresale of leased-line capacity
will be relaxed in all provinces.

France
Current situation
Separation of postal and telecommunications
services will take place on 1 January 1991, as
a result of the PTT reform law passed in July
1989. The law reinforces France Telecom☂s role
as the state-owned monopolycarrier for basic
and most value-added network services,
reporting to the Ministry of Posts, Telecom-
munications and Space (PTE). A new regulatory
body,La Direction a la Réglementation Générale
(DRG), also reporting to the PTE Minister, was
established by government decree earlier in
1989. It will gradually take over the activities
of other bodies currently exercising regulatory
functions on an interim basis. Other features of
the regulatory situation are:
♥ Limited competition has been introducedin

certain sectors (mobile radio, cable TV, and
videotex).
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♥ Terminal attachment and supply liberali-
sation has been effective in France since
1987. The body responsible for approvalsis
the Commission d☂Agrément des Installations
Terminales Privées (CAITP).

♥ Leased-line restrictions prevent resale of
capacity to third parties, except where
significant value-added (85 per cent) can be
demonstrated.

Future developments
A second reform law will be adopted at the end
of 1990 to define a new regulatory framework.
The law will introduce competition (under
licence) in value-added services. The licence
conditions will be subject to scrutiny by the
European Commission to ensure fair play.Conditions will also be imposed to protect
France Telecom☂s existing interests in theprovision of value-added network services,
referred to as ☁support services☂. In the longer
term, we expect that, after the 1995 presidentialelection, a further reform will bring about
a more competitive environment, fewer
restrictions on value-addedservices, the right
to resell leased-line capacity, and ultimately, theprivatisation of France Telecom. The value-added services market will be completelyliberalised, with removal of the 85 per centvalue-added criterion and otherrestrictions.

Germany
Currentsituation
During 1989, the Deutsche Bundespost (DBP)wasdivided into independentpostal, banking,and telecommunications organisations. DBPTelekomis the state-owned monopoly carrier ofbasic services and voice telephony. The 1989law requires thatit be run as a ☁privatrechliche☂business ♥ thatis, as a private company in aregulated environment. Regulatory matters are
handled by the Ministry of PTT, although theLander(the individual states in Germany) canmake recommendations. Telekom☂s board ismade up of representatives from industry,
users, staff, and the ministry. In the currentregulatory environment:
♥ All services other than basic transport and

voice telephony are open to some form of
competition.
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♥ Theprovision ofthe first telephone handset
wasliberalised in July 1990.

♥ Two-way VSATservices up to speeds of
15k bit/s are permitted.

♥ A second mobile operator was licensed in1989.
Future developments
The pace of deregulation in what was theFederal Republic has been faster than elsewherein Europeoverthelast five years, and has beengiven new impetus by the unification ofGermany. An example is the use of two-wayVSATsfor voice services to the eastern part ofthe country, wheredeficienciesin theterrestrialinfrastructure make it difficult to providenormalservice.
Telekom cannotbe privatised underthe currentGermanconstitution, but there is no reason thatit cannot be subject to competition in theprovision of basic services at some time in thefuture. We expect that Germanywill introducefull liberalisation and competition in non-
terrestrial network services such as mobile andsatellite services. Competition in the provisionof international telecommunicationsservicesis
also likely.

Italy
Current situation
Telecommunications services are currentlyprovidedbyat leastfive different bodies underlicence from theItalian government. The needto rationalise this structure has a higherprioritythan any moves towards liberalisation. TheSuper-Stet project (the consolidation of SIP,Italcable, Telespazio, and Azienda di Stato) hasbeen initiated in an effort to improve thecurrent fragmentedsituation, to define a com-petitive market for value-added services, andto removetherestrictions on leased circuits.
Future developments
Within the next five years, the market for thefirst telephone handset and for terminals willbe opened up to competition, the provision ofvalue-added networkswill be liberalised, anda second mobile operator (either Fininvest orOmnitel) will be licensed.
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Japan
Current situation
Despite the introduction of competition into the
provision of basic (so-called Type 1) services,
NTT controls 98 per cent of the Japanese
market. Competition in the provision of inter-
national services has been successfully
introduced, however, with the two newcarriers
taking 35 per centof the traffic from KDD,the
original international carrier. Regulatory
authority rests with the Ministry of Posts and
Telecommunications (MPT).
Future developments
Despite an agreementto postpone consideration
of the break-up of NTT for at least five years,
the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications
is insisting on a reorganisation of NTT that might
facilitate such a break-up. The reorganisation
will separate local and long-distance operations,
establish a separate subsidiary for mobile
communications, end cross-subsidisation and
collusion betweendivisions, and facilitate equal
access to competitors through an ONP concept.

The Netherlands
Current situation
The PTT was divided into separate postal and
telecommunications organisations in 1989. PTT
Telekom BV was ☁privatised☂, with the
government retaining ownership of all its
shares. The organisation has a dejure monopoly
of basic transport and a de facto monopoly on
voice telephony services. The provision of
value-added networks and value-added services
is open to competition.
Regulatory responsibility is with the Ministry of
Transport and Public Works through an
organisation known as the HDTP.fheresista
fully liberalised terminal-attachment policy, for
which the HDTPis the approvals body. Simple
resale of leased-line capacity is not allowed.

Future developments
Telekom sharesare to be sold to the public, and
competition will be introduced in basic-
transport and voiceservices, probably based on
the large cable television infrastructure in place
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in the Netherlands. Municipalities will introduce
competitive MANs. A second mobile operator
will be licensed, andrestrictions on the resale
of data and voice capacity will be lifted.

New Zealand
Current situation
Telecom NZ is the dominant service provider.
A second carrieris being established by a con-
sortium of Broadcasting Communications Ltd
(the ☁long lines☂ television operator), New
Zealand Railways, Bell Canada, MCI, and the
Todd Group (a New Zealand investment
company). In addition:
♥ The markets for PABXsandthe provision of

value-added networks are competitive; there
is a defined interconnect agreement for
third-party service providers.

♥ There are six major value-added service
suppliers.

Future developments
A second, and possibly a third, basic transport
carrier will be created, and these will capture
20 per cent of Telecom☂s businesstraffic. Private
VSAToperatorswill provide communications to
remote areas.

Spain
Current situation
Telefonica, Spain☂s privatised monopoly carrier,
operates through a concession from the
government. The 1987 Telecommunications
Law (Ley de Ordenacién de las Telecommuni-
caciones ♥ LOT) renewedthis concession for a
further 30 years, and generally confirmed the
pre-eminenceof Telefénica in the provision of
basic-transport, voice, and data services, but
opened up value-added services and terminal
attachment and supply to competition.
Regulatory authority lies with the Ministry of
Transport, Tourism and Communications.
Leased-line capacity may be shared or resold
only where value-addedservicesare involved.

Future developments
Within the next five years, a second mobile
operator is likely to be licensed, competition
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in the provision of value-added networks may
be introduced, and restrictions on the use of
leased lines will be lifted.

Sweden
Current situation
There is currently much parliamentary debate
about the completeliberalisation of the public
networkfollowing the separation of regulatory
and operational activities. As far as basicservices are concerned, only cable TV and
mobile radio have beenliberalised. Shared use,
resale, and private-to-public network inter-
connection is allowed only for domestic leasedcircuits.
Future developments
Within the nextyear, the restrictions on leased
lines will be lifted, and the market for terminals
will be completely liberalised. Televerket will
be privatised but will retain its monopoly on theprovision of basic-transport services.

United Kingdom
The United Kingdom wasthefirst Europeancountry to introduce dejure competition in theprovision of basic-transport and switched voiceservices. British Telecom and Mercury are thetwo privatised Public TelecommunicationsOperators (PTOs). The regulatory body is theOffice of Telecommunications (Oftel), anindependent government body advising theSecretary of State for Trade and Industry. TheDepartment of Trade and Industry has theresponsibility for developing telecommuni-cations policy.
There is competition in the provision of mobileand satellite services. Cable television com-panies are restricted to providing subscriberaccess for the PTOs. Shared use, resale, andprivate-to-public network interconnection areallowed according to a Network Code ofPractice.
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Future developments

The duopoly on the provision of basic servicesis currently under review. It is probable thatseveral licences will be issued to competitivesuppliers of trunk services, and that cabletelevision companies will havetherestrictionson the provision of switched serviceslifted. For
the timebeing, British Telecom will continue tobe denied the right to provide cable-basedtelevision services. Additional mobile operatorswill be licensed.

United States

Current situation

The break-up of AT&T(the Bell System) in 1985resulted in each local Bell company (regionalBell operating companies ♥ RBOCs ♥ or BabyBells, as they are sometimes called) becomingan independent monopoly. There was also anincrease in competition in the provision of long-distance services. Terminalliberalisationis total.Theprovision ofleased lines is competitive andtheir use is uncontrolled.

Future developments

Current debate centres on four points ♥extension of the ☁price cap☂ regulation to allplayers, revenuerestrictions on business linesby the RBOCs, switched access charges forvalue-added services, and open networkarchitecture (ONA) pricing. In the very com-petitive inter-exchange long-distance market,AT&T☂s dominant-carrier status may berescinded, in which case regulatory provisionspreventing abuse will be removed. The RBOCswill continue to enjoy defacto monopolies in theprovision of local switched voice services, andthrough ONA,theywill start to compete in thevalue-added services market. With restrictedgrowth potential at home, RBOCswill become
active overseas.
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The Butler Cox Foundation is a service for senior
managers responsible for information managementin
majorenterprises. It provides insight and guidance to
help them to manage information systeins and
technology more effectively for the benefit of their
organisations.

 

The Foundation carries out a programmeof syndi-
cated research that focuses on the business implica-
tions of information systems, and on the management
of the information systems function, rather than on
the technologyitself. It distributes a range of publica-
tions to its membersthat includes Research Reports,
Management Summaries, Directors☂ Briefings, and
Position Papers. It also arranges events at which
members can meet and exchange views, suchas con-
ferences, managementbriefings, research reviews,
study tours, and specialist forums.

 

Membership of the Foundation
The Foundationis the world☂s leading programmeof
its type. The majority of subscribersare large organi-
sations seeking to exploit to the full the most recent
developments in information technology. The mem-
bership is international, with more than 400 organi-
sations fromover20 countries, drawn from all sectors
of commerce, industry, and government. This gives
the Foundation a unique capability to identify and
communicate ☁best practice☂ between industry
sectors, betweencountries, and between IT suppliers
and users.

Benefits ofmembership
The list of members establishes the Foundation as
the largest and most prestigious ☁club☂ for systems
managers anywhere in the world. Members have
commentedonthe following benefits:

♥ The publicationsareterse, thought-provoking,
informative, andeasy to read. Theydeliveralot
of message in a minimum ofprecious reading
time.

♥  Theevents combine access to the world☂s leading
thinkers and practitioners with the opportunity
to meet and exchange views with professional
counterparts from different industries and
countries.

♥ The Foundationrepresents a networkof systems
practitioners, with the power to connect
individuals with common concerns.

Combined with the manager☂s owncreativity and
business knowledge, Foundation membership
contributes to managerial success.
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